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Frosh Class Officers
Today
Will Be

Paper Asks Students,
Faculty to Give Toys
Late contributions yesterday
have added considerably to the
pile of toys under the Student
Union’s mammoth Christmas tree,
and with ’continued campus interest, the Spartan Daily Toy drive
yet may attain its goal.
Eta Epsilon, home economics
society, and the college’s Associated Women Students brought in
boxes of toys recently while othel.
campus organizations have promised to aid the drive. .
The Spartan -Daily drive for
toys for the bed-ridden and convalescing children at the Santa
Clara County hospital’s pediatric
ward will terminate Thursday.
Dec. 22, the last day of finals.
Students ’find faculty members
are requested by the newspaper
staff to contribute toys, old or
new, broken or in good condition,
to the drive. Toys also may be
lirought to the Spartan Daily
office.

4thosen

Ray ()instead
Is New Prexv

Co-Recs Set Date
For Opening Meet
Of Winter Quarter

Run-off election for freshman
officers, who will hold office
for the rest of the school year,
will be held today from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. ’Polls will be set up in
front of the Morris Dailey auditorCo-recreation has set Jan. 10,
ium.
1950, for their first meeting of the
In Wednesday’s primary elec- winter quarter, Audrey Engelman,
tion, Ray Ornstead social science chairman of the organization, anmajor from -Burson, Calif., was nounced recently.
elected president. Only 320 of ,the
This organization, sponsored by
2920 freshmen enrolled this quar- the A113, is open to all students.
ter turned out to vote.
Its purpose is to help students
Victors of the primary election participate in various forms of
who must Natl* it out today for leisure activities.
the offices of vice-president, secreAmong the many
functions
tary, and, treasurer are:
planned for the coming quarter
Bernie Isaacson, public relations will be dances, social nights featnajor from San Lorenzo, and Tom turing entertainment, movies,
Arvin, education major from Oro- sports events and barbtibues.
ville, calm:Mates for vice-president.
The group plans to meet in the
Dan E-ngilman, pre-veterinarian. Women’s gymnasium every Tuesmajor from Van Nuys, and Joan day from 7:30 to 10 p.m. during
Karsten, merchandising major the quarter. There is no admission
from Modesto, who will vie for fee to events sponsored by the
freshman class treasurer.
group.
Dolores Nicholson. commercial
Committee officers of the orart major from Caldwell, Idaho.
ganization are: Audrey Engelman.
and Roberta Stine, kindergarten
chairman; Dick Hoffman, public.
primary major from San Jose, who ity;
Andrea Kreigi, treasurer;
will
P913se each other for the Alivet Trevannion, recorde r;
office of secretary.
Matthew Brazil, art adviser.
Committee members are: Barbara
Baurnberger,
Phil
Bray,
Jeanne Empey. , Sue Gillespie, and
Vince Sempronio. Miss Ardith B.
Frost, of the Women’s P.E. faculty, is adviser of the organization,

class

Library Books Due

Ocean-eyed Marcella Garcia, tiny patient at the Santa Clara
County hospital, sits in her high chair with .1 broken doll awaiting
Christmas toys from generous Spaeran students.
photo by Chandler.

Dec. 20 is the final day for returning books to the library. Fines,
must be paid by that date. Failure
to clear records will result in
withholding of grades. Books may
be renewed until Thursday,- Dec.
22.

Entomology Party

Traditional Christmas patty festivities will be enjoyed by Entomology club members tonight in
room S31, according to Andy
Browne, president. The annual
pot -luck dinner begins at 6:30 p.m.
and will be followed by dancing,
games and distribution of small
gifts.
By FRED BAUMBERGER
Miss Orva,, True was crowned
The open41,9 concort Tuesday night of the San Jose State ."Small Christmas presents are
exchanged by the member.," Dr.
"Dretith Ger at the annual De1tti
symphony orahirstra provided music rovers with a wide range of Carl
D. Duncan said. -After the
Sigma Phi fall dinner -dance Satlistening pleasure.
party we will collect as many gifts
urday flight in the Empire room of
Part of the function of a college symphony organization is to as possible and donate them to the
the Sir Francis Drake hotel Siin
perform works of rare and uncommon attributes together with the I Spartan Daily toy drive."
Francisco.
better known compositions. This
More than 100 couples watched
Students, teacher trainees, in- enables players and audience alike
Miss True, who is well-known on
ternees, etc.. who had their plc- I to experience the aesthetic plea- I
the campus, don her regal role.
Gamma Epsilon chapter at San lures taken by the Angelo Butera sure of hearing works which, due
Jose State college and Hilgard studtos for use in the 1950 to certain commercial or popular
chapter at the University of Cali- , La Torre and failed to return their appeal factors, are seldom heard
fornia were co-sponsors of the proofs, are urged to do.so immedi- in professional halls.
Such is the character of the
formal affair, according to Tom ately.
Those who fail to return proofs Bruckner Symphony. in E flat
Marquis, publicity. This year’s
dance marked the 50th anniver- with their selection of the picture No. 4, which was selected as the
%umber before an en Ma ry of the founding of the fra- they’d like to have printed in the opening
Morris
forthcoming yearbook, will find thusiastic audience in
ternit.
Singing of fraternity and Christ- that the delay has necessitated a Dailey auditorium.
Following the Bruckner symmas songs concluded the activities, selection by the studio to meet
phony, Warren Van Bronkhorst,
deadlines.
1950 La Torre Business Man- senior student in music at San
ager Bill Schulz, requests that Jose State, was the featured solothose concerned aid the studio and ist in a presentation of Sibelius’
the staff by complying with the Concerto for the violin and orchesinstructions end returning proofs tra, Opus 47. The talented young
to the But era studio before violinist exhibited an extraordinary degree of virtuosity in the
Wednesday, Dec. 21.
The schedule for end -quarter experformance. The -numerous caaminations is as follows:
denzas and contrapuntal movet
Mon., Dec. 19 Classes meeting at:
ments of this concerto demand
both versatility and experience on
7:30- 9:10
7:30 MWF or Daily
the part of the performer.
" 9:20-1100
9:30 TM "
The Sibelius concerto is unique
11:10-12:50 11:30 MWF or Daily! Formal initiation for new mem- in that there are no extended in1 :40- 3:20 1 :30 TTh
hers of Tr -Beta, biological science troductory passages before the
3:30- 5:10
3:30 MWF or Daily honorary society, has been sched- soloist begins to play. Van Bronkuled for winter quarter, according horst was winner of the 1949 solo
to Vic Stombler, organization rep- audition which is -held each year
’rues., Dec. 20
resentative. Informal ceremoniec to select students for solo per7:30- 9:10
7:30 TTh
were held recently prior to the’ fortnance with the college symphony.
9:20-11:00
9:30 MWF or Daily annual Christmas party,
The concert closed with a lively
New student members are Betty
11:10-12:50 11:30 iTh’’
Sample, Bruce Eberhart, jack reading of Chadwick’s Tam
1:00- 2:30 All English Ax, Ay,
Snodgrass, Bob Mosley and Larry O’Shanter.
Az classes
Wilson. Faculty members initiated
2:40- 4:20
1:30 MWF or Daily were Mrs. Pauline McMaster, Dr.
4:30- 6:10
3:30 T711
and Mrs. Albert F. Ellis, Dr.
Charles, Sibley, Dr. Charles RichSurrounded hy the same toys used day after day is Sylvia
Wed., Dec. 21 Classes meeting at: ards, Mr. H. Robert Patterson and
Martinez. Sylvia is hoping that sne will fine something new and
Mr. Frank Gale.
United press
By
8:30 MWF or Daily
7:30- 9:10
Early in winter quarter the
AFL’s Farm Labor union has different under the Christmas tree this year.
9:20-11:00 10:30 TTh
photo by Chandler.
grottp will sponsor showings of lodged a complaint charging that
11:10-12:50 12:30 MWF or Daily biOlogical motion pictures and a imported foreign farm workers
higher wages. Both Communist
showcase display in the Science are "driving down living standards (D.) Wyo., said the increase may
1:40- 3:20 _2:30 :11’h
and non-Communist unions are
building, Stombler said.
set off a chain reaction that
of
American
workmen
and
depriv3:30- 5:10
4:30 MWF or Daily
reported to be supporting the
ing them of jobs." AFL claims would bring inflation.
International Court of Justice strike.
that 71,067 "wetbacks" are illegalThurs., Dec. 22
General MacArthur has ordered
In Hague, Netherlands has ordered
ly in the country from Mexico.
U. S. Steel corp. Is expected to Albania to pay Brita.n $2,363,051 his representative on the Allied
7:30.. 9:10
8:30
LONDON, Dec. 15 (UP)
The announce new steel prices today for damages to destroyers and re- Council for Japan to bring up with
9:20-11:00 10:31) MWF or Daily
London County Council today or- to make up In part for the cost sulting deaths in a channel mining the Russians the question of Jap11 :10-12 :50 12:30 TTh
anese being held in Soviet areas.
dered television set owners to move of the $100-a -month pensions incident in 1946.
1:40- 3:20
2:30 MWF or Daily antennas indoors because they are granted the CIO steelworkers.
In Rome, 1.1100,000 civil serv- Records show 316,617 are still beants are on strike demanding ing held, most of them in Siberia.
Senator Joseph C. O’Nfahoney
"unsightly."
4:30 Tl’h
3:30- 5:10

1,)SP’s Choose
Dream Girl’

Music Lovers Delight

Symphony Orchestra Concert
Pleases Enthusiastic Crowd

La Torre Requegts
Picture Selection

Here Are lows
For AllFinals

Bioh 0-v Society
IT Add Members

AFL Attacks
Alien Workers

rrn

MEM

Setback For TV
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NO SOLUTION YET PROPOSED

State Denies Request for Parking
Space in College Expansicrn Plans

Editor’s Note:
This Is the last in a series of
articles on the college parking
situation by -Skartan Daily
Published every’ school day by the Associated Students of San Jose State College staf(ePal Iltatelkinpfal
’
’
’
at th Pro’s’ of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the , San )(erne’ Pont)
.
- Jos Post Office.
By LA VER11tE POTTS
_
-- George Lajeunesse, Editor Bob Kaye+, Business Manager
The State Departinent of Education has no intention of providing adequate parking facilities in
College expansion plans.
According to Mr. Joe II. West,
It is slowly beginning to look as if the children at Santa Clara
County Hospital are going to Rave their merry Christmas after all. secretary of the Deans’ committee, the master plans for college
The nex.t.few days will determine the failure or success of the Spartan expansion
that have been approved
Daily Toy Drive for the benefic of these bed -ridden kids at the by the State department of eduCounty Hiowital.
cation in Sacramento do not proRenewed campus interest has followed yesterday’s report that vide for off-street parking.
the tor drive was in danger of going on the rocks. Several boxes
Dean West said that when
the plans were originally subof toys have ’been received between yesterday’s issue and today,
mitted to the State, the.coilege
indicating. that State students will not let the less fortunate down.

Sart Jo e’Sta 4Co11ege

Dig Deeper, Fellas

Th Daily !Copes each and every one of its readers will take .a
good lo‘nej. iook at the pictures on Page One showing these thildcen
at the.hospital. Mere pictures cannot express the pathetic plight of
a thild-forted.to spend the most glorious time of the year in a hospital.
The, ,drive will end Thursday, December 22nd, the last day of
finals. Between today and Thursday the giant Christmas tree in the
Student Union building should be completely hidden with toys for
the deserving children at the hospital. It is no trouble at all for a
student to get any kind of a toy and bring it to the tree in the Union.
Each ’toy ’will kindle sparks of happiness in the eyes of a gang of brave
little youngsters at the hospital. How about it, Spartans? . . . take
another good look at that picturei

administration requested that !This is not a solution to the parkparking facilities be provided. ing problem, of course::
The request was refused. The
According to Sgt. Arthur II.
State %%as interested .in providPkilpott, traffic engint.er for the
ing imes
pli
apt; inesuey, for non-,. :Sun 44usi pelice.department, the
ruption, of addithanal #scilditoss -i.fty"of Sea Jose Is net concerned
.with providing off-street parkul that some day lug facilities for the College. Ile
the College will be
siTIVITiiirthe State of Califor funds other than for the con- fornia
through
the College
struction oi buildings," Dean ,West
should provide for such facilsaid.
ities. He has urged the college
Asked whether the property be- officials to provide for off-street
ing acquired in the four blocks parking in college expansion
to the east of the campus might plans.
be used temporarily for parking,
The only solution to the parking
Dean West replied:
problem is adequate off-street
"It may be possible to provide parking facilities provided for by
parking facilities temporarily on the State. past articles have
these lots. It depends, in part, on pointed out thle need for off-street
hen*, soon the land will be used parking facilities. The College adfor buildings or far landscaping. ministration requested .adequate
funds. for such facilities M the
preseht expansion plans of. the college. The State refused -the request.
Perhaps the planners in Sac=silent() have their reasons. It
Is to be admitted that off-street
parking on a college canipus is
sonfethIng of an innovation and
luxury. But when the planners
realize the automobile is htre to
stay and when they are introduced to the problem facing the
College, then perhaps they will
regard the request as reasonable.
There is only one guarantee, and
that is, the parking situation and
traffic congestion will continue to
grow in seriousness. The situation
definitely calls for continued study
and long-range planning.

An Outstanding Painting

The Daily Tips It’s Hat

The collective hats of the Spartan Daily’s staff are hereby doffed
to the editors and staff of -Lyka- the campus feature-humor quarterly
for their bang-up issue this quarter.
Knowing full well the handicaps under which "Lyke’s" small
staff works the Daily believes they’ve come through with the best
effort of their three year campus career. "Lyle" listened to the
voices of 400 students during an opinion poll last year and have
answered the majority of requests with skill and finesse.
The great majority of State students definitely like Lyke". This!
is indicative in the less than four hour sale it had Wednesday that I
"sisters," one of the outstanding studies in oil now on exhibit
saw all 2500 copies sold Out. The magvine is a generous slice of in the ert wing, is by Maurice Logan. The picture is part of an
campus hie at a.rninimum cost to its rear.
exhibit of the Sovietv of Western Artists. It received an honorable
mention award at a recent San Francisco showing. Wet use of
It is true that there are rusty spots in Lyle s’ armoreven_the
c9nsiderably browns and blues accentuate the misty early morning scene of a
New Yorker’rnisses fire now arid than! Whilq
student fisherman tending his small boats. The current art wing exhibit
removed from New Yorkers league it is skill deierv7rig
was reviewed in the Spartan Daily recently.
.
praise end shows greater promise each quarter.
That’ promise cannot be fulfilled however unless "Lyke’s" own
readers can cooperate even more in the venture. One of the magazine’s greatest handicaps is in stimulating writer-inertia on the
campus. "Lyle" needs contributions badly; in. order to make a
better selection of material it actually needs a flood of material
to choose from each quarter.
There will be inevitable criticisms of this quarter’s issue. Sdme of
this criticism will be completely justified but, on the other hand, Editor’s Note: This is the fourth I trip, to the suanips where their
a series, of articles concern- I loads are dumped," declared Mr.
many of these critics are the very same students who could help in
trig European conditioks. Mr.
Settles,
literary
their
expend
to
content
yet
are.
contributions,
by
Lyle"
Claude Settles spent two months
"Their inability to buy equip.
talents in "Thrust and Parry’ letters instead of letting ’Lyle" put it In Europe this summer studying I ment from the United States to
to good use.
the political and social situa- do the repairing is a source of the
Poles’ growing hatred of us," he
In other words, if the magazine goes over like a lead balloon lion.)
By CARL CASE
observed. "They feel that we
then it is a better than even money bet that the students themselves
"There is no way of describing should extend that much of a helpcan be handed the majority of blame for not helping the hard pressed
the
destruction war inflicted upon I ing hand to them in their time of
issue.
good
a
staff of Lyle’ get out
Europe. It is necessary ’to see need.
Out of 8,000 students on this campus there should be enough Warsaw
to know total destruc"It is pitiful- to see the living
talent to put out a humor-feature magazine at San Jose State +fiat tion," says Mr. Claude N. Settles, conditions.
Cellar-ways and crude
would compare with any college magazine of its type. But this associate professor of sociology.
rooms, built of unplastered bricks,
admission.
for
down
door
talent hasn’t been banging "Lyke’s"
At the present rate of rebuild- are merely a shelter from the
Even so, the Daily’s hats are still off to this quarter’s magazine ittg, it will require 75 years of hard wind."
staff. They’ve come .through with a good issue for Autumn quarter work to reconstruct Warsaw in
Boys and girls as young as 12
and were looking forward to the next effort, confident that student semblance of what it was former- or 14 spend their vacations and all
he said.
free hours trying to make the city
interest will pick up and help "Lyle" reach the stature it deserves ly,Warsaw
was a city of a million of Warsaw habitable.
among bay area colleges.
and a quarter population before

Poles Beginning to Hate
u s ., Mr. Settles Says
U.

Not Many Tea Drinkers Her’eNEW YORK(UP)The price
of coffee is still going up, but it’
has a long way to go before it can
turn the United States into a nation of tea drinkers, beverage men
said recently.
Already a home-made cup of
coffee costs almost twice as much
as a home-made cup of teanot
counting the cream, sugar and
lemon, And American drinkers
continue to down 14 cups of coffee for every cup of tea they

brew.

The price difference in money
terms is about nine tenths of
one cent per cup. And tea always has been that much cheaper comparatively. Experts figure
housewives average 120 cups to
a pound of $1.35 tea, 40 cups to
a pound of 80-cent coffee.
Grocers and restauranteurs said
tea drinking increased about 30
per cent during the rationed war
month and they held onto half the
increase.
But ’statisticians says that if

sales increased in volume, It was
only because of more people..
Coffee consumption was actually
lower in 1943, when it was unrationed, than in 1942 when it
was rationed for three or four
months, they said. Tea was
about the same, one-half pound
per capita in both years.
As for prices, coffee has gone
up 15 to 20 cents a pound in the
last month. But tea prices have
been rising steadily since the war,
wholesalers said.
An 11 -cent -a-pound decrease iti
tea market prices skittered down
the Dun and Bradstreet wholesale
food price index recently. But tea
men say that decrease is completely fictitious anyway as far as the
consumer is concerned. It was
caused by the devaluation of the
Pound, and all it did was forestall
an imminent price increase. The
only way tca men see their prices
going in the near future is up.

the war. It lost over 800,000 people, more than England and America combined, and over 80 percent
of the housing was hopelessly
wrecked.
In one section, the Ghetto,
400,000 Jews were killed. The
Germans leveled the area in retaliation for the Jewish revolt
that arose there. Not only were
the houses bombed, but they
were dynamited and leveled with
bulldozers, No wall over 10 feet
high remained. The whole area
was level to rubble.
"The debris is so tremendous
that it literally pours out into the
streets, although thousands of people are working long hours to repair the damage," he said.
"The wreckage is being cleared
without equipment. Trucks. are
seldom seen in the ruined city. In
four days only once did we see a
steam -shovel or a bulldozer.
"People are digging with their
bare hands to lift the rubble
into one-horse carts. Hundreds
of these carts make a constant
stream flowing out of all the
main streets in their five-mile

"It is "easy to see why their
hatred for the Germans will persist for a long time," he said. "It
Is because these people have seen
their greatest city, the pride of
their nation, destroyed by the hand
of their enemy."

Raising Prunes?
Subsidy. Payments
To Be Distributed

f.

r
UP )
- A pprox imait sly
will be ’distributed to prime growers included in the first application for subsidy payments under
the dried prune diversion program,
R. W. Jewell, manager of the
prune . administrative committee,
said today.
Jewell said the growers included
in the first apportionment are
those whose reports of accounting
from handlers were on file with
the prune administrative committee as of Dec. 1, 1949.
Applications for additional tonnage eligible for subsidy payments
will be forwarded to the department from time to time as such
tonnages are reported by handlers
to the prune administrative committee.
Applications for advance subsidy payments at the rate of three
cents a pound on 7500 tons of
standard surplus pool tonnage will
go forward to the USDA during
the week of December 19.
As previously announced, diversion subsidy payments will be
made to producers on dried prunes
of standard quality which have
been diverted from normal commercial outlets. At the present
time, acceptable methods of diversion include use for industrial
alcohol, macceration into products
for confectionery use and animal
food.

p5ppoo.,-

Settles Retracts Statement
By CLAUDE N. SETTLES
In an article in Friday’s paper
I was quoted as saying the destruction Vienna was caused by
one raid. I did say it. I was
quoting a government clerk whom
we met on the top of Hochhaus
where my wife and I had gone
for dinner. (Hochhous is to Vienna
what the ’Top of the Mark’ is
to San Francisco. I can’t forget it
because the charge for our dinners
was 28 shillings plus 10 percent
for tips. At the legal rate of exchange that’s $7.70 each for our
meals , because we had no food
coupons.) When the waiter presented the bill he started a case
of indigestion that Mated two days.
But let’s go back to the government clerk. Ile pointed out
the points of destructionthe

Opera House, St. Stephan’s
church, and many others, and
stated, "All this destruction you
see was done in one raidthe
day Hitler was here to celebrate
the Anschluss."
It made a good story and ..he
was no doubt right. But the facts
of history prove that I, as gullible
travelers often do, jumped at conclusions. There is far more destruction in Vienna than can be
seen from the top of the Hochhaus, and repeated raids by the
allies were used to accomplish it.
Luckily, my wife kept a better
set of notes Z5n our trip than I
did, and although she does not
have me by the ear as I write
this, says I should make a retkaction. I retract!

SJS Student Sailed With
Teddy, Attends Under G. I.
By DAN HRUBY
At the age of 65, Albert Mears
Hinman probably is the only college student in the country who
can qualify for both the G. I. Bill
and the old age pension.
Mr. Hinman undoubtedly is the
oldest student In San Jose State
college this year. In registering
for the fall quarter. as a part-time
student, he is pursuing courses in
writing arid related literary _areas.
It has been nearly half a century since Mr. Hillman has attended a school of books and
blackboards, but "I have gained
my real education," he said in a
recent interview, "in the school
of experience and hard knocks."
When Albert Hinman first saw
the light of day in Michigan in
1885, Grover Cleveland was being
inaugurated as president, Queen
Victoria was at the height of her
reign and the San Jose City hall
was in the planning stages. When
only 18, young Hinman embarked
upon the career that was to portend his future for 36 years. He
joined the lifesaving service in
1903, and in- 1905, transferred into
the regulat navy.
nei .Inti" Mr. Hinman jocularly
co
, "at a wage of $16.a
month, I cleared $11 for the year.
We had to buy our own clothes
and supplies then." His deep,
cerulean-blue eyes sparkled as he
related a story of one of his most
memorable experiences. "In 1906,
I was a sailor on the "Louisiana",
the same ship that was carrying
President Teddy Roosevelt to his
first view of the Canal zone."
"The president was full of
energy and daily paced the ship
from stem to stern," Mr. Hinman chuckled. "Each day he
made it a practice to eat with
crew members, and he eventually got to my group. We sat
there quietly eating breakfast
when the president stated, ’Go
ahead and talk, boys. I’m only
a cowboy, so consider me a man
of your mess’. Several minute*
later, Teddy asked the cook, a
slow-witted folloW, for another
cup of coffee. The cook’s answer
made history when he said, ’Go
get it yourself, you know where
it’s at.’ The preesident of the
United States muffled a laugh
as he arose and got the coffee."
As he told the story, Mr. Hinman occasionally would falter, bow
his head and stare at the floor,
as if trying in retrospect to retrieve some nebulous detail that
eluded him after 40 years. He
was neatly tailored in a dark,
pin -stripe suit with a striped tie.
His face is healthy and ruddycomplexioned and only brown
splotches of freckles ornated a
balding forehead that receded into
vanishing strands of grey hair.
When queried on his most *Oiling adventure, Mr. liinmanrne
up with a tale that would make
Edgar Allen Poe look like a writer
of Grimm’s fairy tales.
"We
shipped out of Port Arthur, Tex.
in ’24 on an armed oil tanker
carrying a full load of oil, gasoline and 100,000 tons of explosives," Mr. Hinman explained.
"Bound for Boston, we ran
Into a big blow, a tropical hurricane, off Key West," he added.
"On the storm’s third day, the
carpenter’s mate reported late
at night that the ship was
breaking in two. Minutes Intel:,
120 fathoms of chain and the
anchor slid off the deck into the
%vater.
t he
"Communication with
engine room was impossible," Mr.
Hinman continued. "No one could
move. When it was reported that
the ship was beginning to leak
oil, we started to say our prayers,
but this turn of events proved a
life saver. The seeping oil formed

a slick that buoyed the ship until
we reached port."
Mr Ahriman also had faced certain death when a sailor on the
U. S. S. President Grant in WoVd
War I. "We were 100 miles --off
the Azores islands carrying troops
to Europe when a German submarine was sighted nearby," he
remarked. "As we stood on the
deck helplessly clutching the rail,
the sub fired a torpedo. It sizzled

ALBICAT MEARS HINMAN
through the water and passed
harmlessly underneath the ship’s
middle. There probably are still
dents in that rail we squeezed
while watching the torpedo."
As a lieutenant commander
upon his retirement from the
nay in 1939, Mr. Hhunan has
carved his niche in the naval
journals of the world. He had
made 80 tripe through the. Panama canal, had circumnavigated
the globe four times and had
visited every country in the
world except Germany and the
Scandinavian nations. He was a
sailor on the flagship of Theodore Roosevelt’s great White
Fleet that sailed into Yokahama
harbor brandishing guns in 1908.
The Commander, as he is called
by his fellow students, was married in the "Little Church Apaund
the Corner" in New York City in
1916, "We have been happily married for 33 years," Mr. Hinman
commented, "but my wife always
says that all the crazy men go to
sea and all the crazy women marry
them." They have no children.
In addition to writing short
stories for magazines, mostly sea
tales, Mr. Hinman has made a
hobby of tracing the origins of
American customs. "I have found
that most of our customs revert
to the activities of primitive peoples over 3000 years ago," he said.
"I have learned more in my two
journalism classes at San Jose
State college this quarter than I
have from any books on writing
which I’ve read in the last five
N-ea.". the commander related.
"Students here impress me with
their serious attitude towards life.
I am a little embarrassed though,"
he added, "when students approach
me and ask me questions on the
college and faculty. You should
see their jaw drop when I tell
them I am a student here myself. ’

BIDOU’S
FRENCH BAKERY
Pasteries
French Bread, Rolls,

FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
Corner Vine & San Fernando

Tom Reynolds’

GEM CITY JAll BAND
"TWO BEAT" DANCE at
American Legion Hall, Los Gatos
8:30 to Midnight
50c STAG

Friday, Dec. 16
80c COUPLES

A PALO ALTAN JABS AT MR. SMALL

Lyke ’Humorist’ Raked Over Coals

,
Dear Thrust and Parry:
A Palo Alto Spartan is just as
I agree with Lyke’s manager, true to SJS as any.of his fellow
Bob McFadden, when he says that students.
Tom Evans.
Lyke is neither wholly humorous
nor wholly literary-feature; in fact
one might even say that it is
wholly neither of these.
Dear Thrust and Parry.
The numerous advertisements
In answer to R. H. Miller:
show considerable talent, organi- 1. You aro quite mistaken
illustrations
are
zation is fine,
about Catholicism and parochial
O.K., and a couple of jokes are schools.
Catholic children are
excellent, but aged puns and the NOT !squired .1s) atlend_paroehial.
striking lack of humorous writ
Ariawiiiii harm is there
ing are a big let down to this for children to attend these
reader. I suggest that Lyke schools? Furthermore, not all stuconduct a feature writing con- dents who attend Catholic schools
test to bring out some of State’s are Catholics. This is especially
talent.
true at Bellarrnine College PreHad I been one of the few SJS paratory and Santa Clara unistudents not from Palo Alto or versity. Most important is the
vicinity, I doubt that I woula have fact that courses in religion at
known the subject of Bill Small’s Santa Clara are NOT required.
They are offered on an optional
witty criticism.
Although one Walter S. Gaspar basis.
2. Secondly, Mr. Miller, the
happens to be the city’s honorable
mayor, Palo Alto is not a quaint Catholic church should not be
Spanish settlement founded as a condemned for the antics of one
living memorial to the great ex- (1) man as in the ease of the
Superintendent of Schools at
plorer Juan Gaspar DePortola.
Newark, N. J.
Regardless of whether or not
3. How can you compare Comthe historic Gaspar uttered the
phrase "Palo Alto" on passing munism and Catholicism and come
the old redwood tree near the up with any similarity? I would
creek, the picturesque Spanish like to see one Communist on a
mane is not a reverent admira- par with Fr. Walter J. Schmidt,
tion of the grandure of nature, who is director of the Santa Clara
but actually means "tall stick or Youth Center and who is also on
timber"; for Gaspar was a prac- the faculty of the University.
4. In the doctrine of Papal
tical man, who thought in terms
Infallibility decreed by the Vatiof material value as well as
can council in 1840, the council
beauty. Likewise today’s Palo
states -that the Pope is divinely
Altans are not mere conceited
guarded from error when proeecentrics who thrive on the
pounding authoritively matters
fact that they live just across
of FAITH and MORALS.
the highway from a university
of too high finances for most
I believe in many of the Pope’s
Paly Hi grads (who usually ideas on faith and morals. Mr.
travel south to dear old SISC).
Miller, does that make me a threat

More on Catholicism

Palo Altans are very civic
minded but are not all millionaires
who claim to live in the most
cultured spot on earth and owe
allegiance to Stanford university.

Explain it Please .
Dear Thrust and Phrry :
Dec. 23! That’s the difficulty,
faculty. "Why was the school
calendar arranged so that we get
out so late", is the question I’ve
heard many students ask. Can it
be you weren’t considering your
students who live a great distance
and need traveling time to get
home before St. Nick does? And,
traveling so far so near to Christ-

intodaytkinwr-tive---wirg91

rest

time before the holidays, for some.
Can they really enjoy Christmas
after the strain of a day’s travel
or more?
Can it be you weren’t considering your students who wanted
Christmas jobs at department
stores, post offlces dc? I have
been rffused employment because we get out of school too
ou weren’t
late, Can it be
considering the interests of your
fellow instructors and professors?
I’m certain that this Dec. 23
date had to be and that you, or
whoever gives the final O.K. on
the college calendar, can give the
students an adequate explanation.
Jim Kane.

Rock of .Ages

Dear Thrust and Parry:
That was a clever lead John
Romero wrote before the YMI-SJS
basketball game: "A group of
clean-cut, young gent/men under
the banner of the Young Men’s
Institute . . ."
Trouble is it isn’t correct.
Ed Conroy is one of the YMI
cagers. Eddie happens to be one
of the oldest active basketball
players in the Bay Area. Why I’m
close to 30 years of age, and I remember hero-worshiping Conroy
to the American government? If when I was a little boy and he was
so, I’m sure that the House Un- a star at USF.
Clean-cut gentlemen, yes. But
American Activities Committee
hardly young.
would like to hear about me!
Constantine D Kazarinoff
ASB 1699

every lady
will warm up
to a

Premier Cashmeres
Slip-over

13.95

Cardigan

16.95

Premier Fluff
Slip-over

4.95

Cardigan 7.95

Premier Nylon
Slip-over

8.95

Cardigan

10.95
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Corrinne LaFave Marries
In Double-Ring Ceremony
Miss Corrinne La Fave, former Spartan, became the bride of
Harvey J. Mitts Nov. 27 at St. Peter’s Lutheran church, San Leandro.
The Rev. H. Theis officiated at the double-ring rites.
For her wedding the bride chose a mid-Victorian, white satin
gown with inserts of lace and seed pearls. Her finger-lip veil was held

Mrs. Harvey Mitts

Candy Canes Tell
Spartan’s Plans
canes with the
Meyers and Robthem announced
the couple’s engagement at Presbyterian hall last week.
Miss Meyers will be graduated
from San Jose State college with
a degree in Home Economics at
the end of this quarter. Her home
Is in Hayward, Calif.
Johnson is sales representative
for Midland Chemical laboratories
in Nevada and California. He attended the Univeisity of Iowa ai.d
Cornell university. His home is :n
Mechanicsville, Iowa.
The couple plan to live in San
Jose after their wedding. No dale
has been set for the nuptials.
Small

candy

names of Joyce
en Johnson on

In place by a pearl-trimmed lace
tiara.
The new Mrs. Mitts carried a
bouquet Of gardanias and bouvar
dia.
Maid of honor was Miss Yolan
da Bevalacque. Her grown was
styled like that ot the bride’s anti
was of orchid taffeta with bouf
tent skirts. She wore a corsav
of yellow carnations.
Bridesmaids Don Taffeta
Bridesmaids were the Misses
Jccelyn Brome, Patsy La Fave.
sister of thc bride, Bette Roberts.
and Mrs. Ilene McGoff. Their
gowns were of green and yellow
tatleta with hoop skirts. Flowers
were cersages of orchid and greet.
carnations.
The former Miss La Fave at
tended San Jose State college
and majored In education. She
was a member of the Student Y.
She Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles G. La Faye. Don
La Faye. accounting major, is
the brides brother.
The bridegroom obtained a BS
degree in Chemical Engineering
at the University of California. He
is superintendent of sewage plant
for the city of San Leandro.
A reception followed the ceremoney where the bridal party
greeted about 200 guests.
The new Mrs. Mitts chose a
grey wool jersey chess with accordian pleated skirt for her go
mg -away ensemble. She comple
mented her outfit with a white orchid corsage.
The couple honeymooned in
Trinity county.

SAEs Present
Winter Dance
California Zeta chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity will
stage its annual winter formal,
the "Golden Eagle Ball", at the
Sequoia Country club next Thursday, from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., according to Steve Everette, pub-

Delta Sigma Gamma Frat
Celebimates Tenth Year

Delta Sigma Gamma held its
annual fall dinner dance to com
memorate the tenth anniversary
of the fraternity at Brookdale lodge
Saturday evening. There wefe 124
members, alumni, advisers, and
theircguesis in ’attendance:- ’
*go
t’lo
I
4it’ wdesfeta. aloolse "isihttirrnan,
Jim Zane, aCtive President, awl
aiutoimwd ttifetItglti men: Dwight Mathew:ill, ’ dhirtidi ’pre’s),
bet’s, aMmni, and guests will be in spoke on the history of the fritattendance at the post -final affair.
Slat oo4lege
414-Sas
The function is tne-Terst o
before the receptive group.
quarter and will cuminate a, busy
Tell History
fall for the SAES.
They told the gathering of the
Howard Fredric’s orchestra will
provide music for the group in an organization’s inception as a Maatmosphere rarified by Yuletide sonic order, its evolution into a
5ocial frateinity, its period of hispirit and a Christmas theme.
Each feminine guest will le- bernation during the recent world
ceive a keepsake favor in addition conflict, and its return to pre
to a flower corsage.

war heights In the post-war era.
In late 1936 a group of DeMo%
lay students convened for the purpose of founding a college chapter here. In 1937 the first constitution was drafted and the body
chose "Yalomed", DeMolay spehed
backward, as their title.
After

let_Vhy_
On
14tioa chose to pattern Itself along the lines of 3
/Metal fraternity, adopting the
Greek letters "Delta Sigma
Gamma" in October 1939. The
fraternity pin also was designed
then.

A fraternity house was acquired
in 1940. The war interrupted Ihe
ascending progress of the USGs
temporarily. With the end of hostilities the DSGs ieturned to Sparta and reorganized. Weathering.
the transition period experienced
by most of the fraternities, tney
A tiny black kitten with a red obtained a new fraternity hous..,
satin bow around its neck was and are approaching their prelifted from a shopping bag at a war zenith.
recent meeting of Alpha Chi Otnega. Attached to the tow was a
red heart inscrined "Dennise and
Paui’,’ to announce the engagement of Dennise Bushnell to Paul
Meier.
Miss Bushnell is a senior Fine
Arts major from Los Gatos. She
is recording secretary of Alpha
(,hi Omega and is a member of
Delta Phi Delta, national honerary art fraternity. ’
Meier is a senior engineering
major and is affiliated with Sigma
Gamma Omega fraternity.

Kitten Announces
Miss Guerra to be
Duo’s Engagement
Bride of J. Teubner
Miss Esther Guerra will become
the bride of Jack Teubner late
next fall, Alpha Chi Omega sis
tees of the future bride learned
Monday night.
Sudden darkness filled the chapter room shortly after the meeting. had been called to order.
Glowing from a large scroll in the
center of the room were the names
of Esther and Jack.
Miss Guerga is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Guerra
of San Jose. She Is a -senior
Modern Language major and Is
corresponding secretary of her
sorority.
The future bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Teub
ner of Los Gatos. He was graduated from San Jose State college
with an AB in Economics last
June. He also attended the American Institute for Foreign Trade
at Phoenix, Ariz. He is a member
of Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity.

Skiers ATTENTION!

SKID CHAINS

Group Initiates Five Men

For Rent
For Sale
Repaired

Formal initiation of five new
members was held at the Sigma
Gamma Omega fraternity house
Saturday evening, according to
Carl Fernandes, publicity.
New initiates are Bill Hurst,
Bill Adams, Perry Linder, Dick
Strain and Don Millard.
Following the formal ceremony,
guests and members of Sigma
Corner of
Gamma Omega adjourned to
Longbarn for dinner and dancThe home of Mrs. James De CY
’hag. Approximately 95 couples at
Voss, 5336 Greenside drive, will
tended.
be the scene of the Christmas tea
for Faculty wives this afternoon
at 2 o’clock, according to Mrs.
Glenn Hart! anft, publicity chairman for the group.
The Faculty wives group meets
once a month for a social meeting. There is no formality of a
business meeting, Mrs. Hartranft
stated recently. Any interested
A new tradition was started at taculty wife should contact Mrs.
the Gamma Phi Beta house Mon Hartranft for more information
day night when an old fashioned concerning the group.
bouquet of white and yellow marguerites heralded the engagement
of Miss Barbara Barr and Ted
Milhous.
Delta Theta Omega fraternity
Miss Barr is an Interior Decor- and their
guests will stage a
ation major from San Leandro. Christmas party
for 40 underprivBefore she came to San Jose State ileged children at
the DTO house
college, she was graduated from Dec. 18. The
County Welfare ofParnell School for Girls in East fice will select
the youngsters for
Whittier and from Fullerton Jun- the two
organizations.
from the store that is
ior college. She will be graduated
Games will be provided for the
from State in Juoe. Mr. and Mrs. children,
refreshments will be
Matthew A. Barr of San Leandro served,
and Santa Claus will arare her parents.
rive bringing gifts upon all. The
Mihous is a senior Architecture fraternity
house will be decorated
major at the University of Cali- both
inside and out.
fornia. He attended UCLA before
Chuck Miguglgorry, Marshall
Ins transfer to Cal, and his home
DeBisschop, Betty Boehmke and
is in Whittier, Calif.
268 S. 1st Sr. CY 2-1787
Charleen Chew are heading comThe couple are planning a home mittees
for the kffair.
in Berkeley following their wed
ding in San Leandro in June.

ANTI-FREEZE

NU-WAY

TIRE SERVICE

Social Group Holds
Tea This Afternoon

Bird & Willow
5-4540

Barbara Barr Will
Wed Ted Milhous

deadoe

DTO Fetes Tots

//

FridaySaturday
wAit Disny’s

"DUMBO"
ALSO

"SALUDOS AMIGOS"
Color by Technicolor

SundayMonday

"YES SIR, THAT’S
MY BABY
Donald O’Connor Gloria DeHaven
ALSO

"GREAT DAN PATCH"
Dennis O’Keefe

Gail Russell

"Famous for Fine Fabrics"

NORRIS’

San Jose’s Store for Yardage

AV’S Aids Toy

1

Drive

Toys and candy canes from the
annual Associated Women Students’ Chrisimas party will be donated to the Spartan Daily Toy
drive, according to Marilyn Zeller, ANN’S president.

Rickey’s Song Contest
A free painting to the winner.

’v

je litonace"ci
San Jose Jewelry Co.

95 South Market St.

Mt: le
.I

San Jose 22, Calif.

a.-dr

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
Shaeffer Pens
Ronson Lighters
Diamonds
Watches
Compacts
Nationally -Advertised Gifts
Elgin
Longines

For Gift Suggestions

Earl Williams

Your Campus Representative

.(It

F.rat Fetes Dream Girls
At Shadowfirookf Tonight

r era.

Theta Chi’s 13 ’Dream Girl" candidates will be feted at a formal
dinner dance by the fraternity at Shadowbrook lodge, Capitola, to night.
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It’s Theta Chi Dream Time

Ed Case, Theta Chi social
are anticipated to enjoy the

chairman, announced that 75 couples
warm atmosphere of Shedowbreek’s
(mime - lighted Kock, room
Dining room.
, Both Paul Law and his orchestra
and the Town’s Men, combo made
up, of Spartans Fred Baumberger
and Bob Rankin, will provide
music.
The "Dream Girl" contest Is a
White satin and orange blossoms
complemented the bride’s outfit national Theta Chi function and is
when Miss Ruth Kramer changed being staged for the first time on
her name to Mrs. Bernard Habing Washington Squar e. The local
recently. The double-ring cere- winner will be announced at the
mony, which took
lace in Sr end of ;next month.
4
.
Mary’s church-, was presided over
Hopefuls are Betty Powell.
by The Rev. Robert J. Cullen.
Carol Veale, Barbara Queener,
White orchid s, stephanotis,
Iv a delle Loveless, Mary Lou
and satin streamers marked her
Gardner, Mary .Lou Harwood,
mother - of - pearl - bound Bible.
Jacqueline Hicks, Marilyn Able She wore a strand of pearls
fins, Phyllis Thom, Louise Lapp,
which was gift of the brideCarol Richey, and Joyce Rowe.
groom.
Miss Jermain Polzin, maid of . The girls will be formally prehonor, wore a gown styled in sented at Shadowbrook tonight
bronze satin which was accented and will receive gifts and flowers
with a bandeau and muffs of from the fraternity.
bronze chrysanthemums. Silver
green formals were chosen for the
bridesmaids, Misses Barbara Neet
and Georgia Skall, to wear.
Best man was John Dawes. Anthony Villafranca and Rodney
Approximately 200 girls attend.Eschenburg performed the ushered the party the Associated Woming duties.
The new Mrs. Habing is the en Students gave Wednesday
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert afternoon, in, the Student Union
NlacCartney. She attended Gil- for new students and AWS memroy Union high school and San 4s, according to . Melba Sills,
AWS publicity chairman.
Jose State college.
Habing, who is the son of Mr.
Toys and cand4 canes were
and Mrs. Ben Habing, is a grad- passed out to the girls by Santa
uate of Bellarmine College Prep- Claus. Miss Sills r?veals..
aratory school, and he also atMary Margaret Lucas sang
tended the University of Santa
Clara. The couple will reside in three numbers and Oiorgene
Lloyd read "The Littlest Angel."
Gilroy.
President Marilyn Zeller reviewed the activities of the
group for the quarter and introduced Dean of Women Helen
Dimmick and Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, assistant Dean.
Wedding plans are in the offing
i\Iiss Zeller praised the cot husfor Miss Marion Sinz and Norman
iasm and int.,rest in AWS thiS
Munch!.
Delta Zeta sorority sisters quarter, Miss- Sills states.
Miss Joan Hale, present vicelent ned of the engagement followpresident
of AWS. will assume the
when
ing dinner Monday evening
for winter I
the traditional box of chocolates duties of president
quarter while Miss Zeller is stu-I
was passed fiy the bride-elect.
dent teachhig.
Cigars were presented to Theta
Chi members afte;r which the
couple was serenaded by the fraternity.
Miss Sint, a senior, will he
graduated In June. receiving her
Luther. June 1919 San
degree In Occupational Therapy. Jose State college graduate. is ’
Her home is in Mt. View. In working on the Reno Police force,
addition to Della Zeta, she is a aceo: ding It Mr. refer M. Krisioformer member of San Jose vieh. asFIstaut police profossor..
Lut her was formerly affiliateil
Players.
Munch, whose -home is in Hilis, with’ Chi Pi sigma, campus oice
born, is a junior, majoring in Mer- fraternity, and a sergeant1,n the
college police- forte.
chandising.

Kramer-HAin
Wed Recently’

.AWS Gives Party
or JL Loefls

Those eleing for the Theta
Chi "Dream Girl" distinction
are, left to right, Marlyn Ahlenius, Phyllis Thorn4Louise Lapp,
Mary Lou Harwood, rind Ivadelle
Loveless, back row. Joyce Rowe,

Kay McCoy, Barbara Queener,
Carol It lehe y, and Mary Lou
Gardner are sitting irt-the second
row, while Betty Powell, Jacqeeline Hicks and Carol N’eale are
in front.

Candy and Cigars
Revfal Bet hrothal

Former Police Studont
1\-ork,, with Reno Police
Lloyd

STORES ALL OVER CALIFORNIA

6111111-11I
DIAMOND
:11111LIST:
Yes, Gensler Lee Sells More
Diamonds Than Any Other
Jeweler in The West.
Visit Our Beautiful New Location

115

SOUTH

1st STREET

SAN JOSE

The East comes to the
West...in an American
translation of the
Chine’se Banker’s goat
of cotton.
Water lily
red or turquoise. .10-16.
Modelling, Pat Marshall.
Lingerie

The contestants were selected
from a group of 39 aspirants and
represent 10 on-campus sororities. Three of "lucky 13" have
no greek letter affiliation.
l’hoto by Steve Everett.
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Barn Dancers

Students shown above are enjoying an intermission period at the
successful Alpha Gamma art fraternity Barn bance held last month.
Bill alatt. publicity chairman for the group, says that plans for the
Snowflake. Fantasy, annual Christmas dance, indicate that a good
time will he had by those attending. Bids are on sale in the Library
arch for $2.215 per couple. The dance will be held tonight at 9 p.m.
at Mary Ann Gardens in Willow Glec.

32

Cadets to Receive
Rank at Ceremonies

Commissioning ceremonies fen
32 cadets as reserve officers in the
U. S. Air Force and Army will
begin this afternoon at 2:35 o’clock
on the San Carlos turf. Dr. T. W.
MacQuarrie will award commissions to the men, according to Col.
James J. Hea, professor of military
science and tactics. In case of
rain the ceremonies will be held in
Morris Dailey auditorium.
"All faculty members and students are invited to attend the
ROTC graduation exercises," Col.
flea stated.

Police Call SIS
For Aid; Want
Missing Lamps

A

Twenty-five red,lanterns used
by the city as safety lights to
mark street construction .work in
San Jose and one city limits sign
have been stolen recently, according to Pollee Chief Ray Black more.
According to Paul 111. Pitman, I
dean of men, no punitive action
Is planned by the police, but the
city nould like to get their lanterns back. Police say that some
of the lanterns have found their
way ,into some fraternity and
boarding houses.
Chief Blackmore has pointed out
that it is a dangerous thing to
piektup these lanterns, because it
creates an accident hazard.
Dean Pitman says that if the
persons who took the lanterns will
return them, no questions will be
asked. The lanterns may be returned to either the Police department or to the Dean’s office,
room 1.
"It was good fun while it lasted," said Dean Pitman. "I hadn’t
thought of the danger involved,
and I guess the students hadn’t
.1 either. I hope that students who
took them will have some regard
for the poor taxpayer and turn
them in."

0
F
a
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More Coeds Working Way Thru

A report on housing for San Jche State college from Mrs. Izetto ’
Pritchard, housing bureau administrator, reveals some startling facts
concerning the habitat of male and female Spartan students.
The report indica+es that 956 men are keeping house as compared
to a mere 268 women. This strange comparison provides an even
stranger comparison with another finding .of the reportfive times
more women than men are working jor their board and room.
Seven times more men than women are dming out continuously
and out of a total registration of 8001 only 12 men are working foi
The Air Force association their room and board. The report is as follows:
medal for the senior student
606 ,
who fuss shown excellence in all Women living at home or with relatives
Men living at home or with relatives
914;
phases of air science will be pre912.
Ward, Air Women living in boarding houses
sented to Thilip
Force ROTC officers announced.
Men living in boarding houses
614
46
Students receiving Army second Women living in rooms and eating out
644
reserve commissions Men living in rooms and eating out
lieutenant
429
are: ;Donald L. Akin, Dudley B. Women living in rocms with kitchen privileges
Blabon Philip J. Erlwein, John Men living in rooms with kitchen privileges
379
Fontana, Daniel. Hernandez, W1.1 - Women living in sororit houses
204 I
hem 0. Olimann, and Richard B Men living in fraternity houses
237 I
Thompson.
Women
commuting
commuting
1229
500
tsden
The 25 men to receive AirVorce
95.6f
268 Man keepinsi house
reserve commissions as second Women keeping house
66
lieutenants are: David K. Alward,’ Women working for room and board
13 ,
William M. Blair, Chester F. Bul- Men working for room and board
wa, Jack G. Dewsen, Charles E.
Dickinson, Burritt .E. Hill, Carl
Hofmann Jr., Frank E. Horst Jr.,
Eben R. Hubbard, Donald C. La RIM’, Jean L. LaLanne. Joseph F.
Leahy, Billie E. Martin, Eugene
D. Mercuri, Russell F. Mitchell,
Kenneth K. Moulton. Emmett J.
Nunes, Robert E. Muldoon, Denoyer F. O’Laughlin, John N. Rodrigues, J os e p h S. Sanfilippe,
Theron M. Sefton, Paul J. Stafford, Ralph H. Struckman and
Sam F. Tallerice.

S.

Reg Dance to Be Held Jan. 3
Palomar Ballroom on Notre
Dame avenue will be the scene Of
the Winter Reg dance to be held
Tuesday, Jan. 3.
Clyde Appleby and his orchestra
will play for the event. Casual
dress will be in order.
Admittance to the affair will be

ASB

cards,

according

to

Duke

Deras, chairman of the social atfairs committee, which is sponsoring the dance.

George Lajennesse, left, Spartan Daily editor and chairman of the
newspaper toy drive, and Ray Lyon, right. Student Council member,
display a few of the playthings that have ticyn contributed tri the
drive.
S.

New Low Prices
ON

GRADE-A BEEF
at Western Cold Storage Co.
We are declaring war on high meat prices.
There’s too much markup from grower to consumer.
We’re cutting our profit margin.
and we hope others will follow.

Carol Resecker is in charge of I
securing patrons for the dance.

Grade A (Good)
(Look for grade mark on each place)

Leather Work
Now on Display
Leather and its uses in clothing
is the subject of the display in the
Home Economics exhibit cases this
week, according to Kathryn
Tanase, of the home methods
class.
Pictures of the animals from
which hides are obtained and some
finished commercial products are
featured in the displa y. Miss
Tanase said.
Because tooling is taken up as
hobby by so many, Miss Tanase
has also included some tools,
prints, and finished leather products in her exhibit.

The Weather
Livermore and Santa Clara Valleys Octzasional rain today and
tonight, partly cloudy Friday with
a few showers probable; little
temperature change.

Spartan Daily
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
81,91.4.41 as icietti clot matter AprIl 24, 111$4,
at San low, California, tinder the act of
Malch 3, 11174
rtsH leased wire service of United Press.
Press of Noss Globe Printing Company, 1446 S.
First St.. San Jose, California Mensber, California Newspaper Pvislisher’s Association.

Give Nylon
To Make This
Christmas the Merriest
of Al!
Nylon Pontios in pink,
white, black $1.98
With lace trim 42.50

Nylon jersey and nylon crepe
Gowns in pink, white and black
$6.91- $14.98

Nylon-acetate slips, deep nylon lace trim at neck
and hem. $4.98
Nylon jersey and nylon crepe slips, plain or with lace
and net trim. $4.98 to $N.98
Nylon. halfslips, deep set and lace ruffle, pink,
white, black. $4.98 & $5.98
CHRISTMAS STOCKING SPECIAL
Lovely 51 -gauge,
15-denier Nylons, specially priced at 94c.
Nylon Stockings with brown or black heels $1.59 & 54.95
Also shadow heels and seamless silhouette clocks in shed*,
to compliment every costume $1.65
Rgular styles in servic weight to very sheisreet $1.15. $1-96

Come in and see these lovely gifts.
at

otycha

cseingerie -.chop

6 EAST SAN FERNANDO ST.

by the half

U.S. Govt. Insp. Beef
(Ungradd)

by the half

39%
299b

Above prices, olus 5c lb. processing.
We age meat
We cut to order

We double-wrap
We freese your meet

3 MOS. LOCKER RENT FREE!
Regularly $9 Per Yap-

2004. Capacity Lockers
Student & Faculty Rate $.5 Pei Year’
WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 N. Fourth St.

San Jose

A

SFSC Prof joins
Jimmie Roosevelt
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE. Dr. George Outland.
State instructor in sociology and government. announced recently
that he will take a year’s leave of absence from his teaching duties.
beginning February I, to direct Jimmie Roosevelt’s forthcoming campaign for the California ’governorship. -

Prof. Invents
Device to Test
Dishwashing
MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE.
--An MSC professor, Paul J. Dc.
Koning, of the mechanical engineering department was awarded
patents for two "foolproof" devices for testing dishwashing ma
chines.

Dr. Outland’s past experience
as a member of the House of Re-i
r
One machine, Prof, DeRoning
presentatives for two terms
said, sprays a liquid mixture of
ndl ’North
as chairman of the State Demofood particles on Pt revolving
cratic Policy committee from 19461 C
piece of china. The plate be then
to 1948 has not kept him cornwashed in the chosen establishpletely out of the political picment’s dishwashing machine. If
ture since he first enteredit at
the plate has been unevenly
Santa Barbera in 1942.
washed, streaks or spots appear.
Before his first month in WashNORTHWESTERN UNIVERSington had passed, Dr. and Mrs.
The second machine shines light
--- A water curtain will be
ITY.
Outland were dinner guests of the
on the revovling plate after it has
Roosevelts in the White Houste used for the first time in the 1950 been washed in ’the dishwasher.
From that trieeting..was to grow Dolphin Show, "Look Out Below," Reflections of light from the spina lasting friendship between F.D. 4an. 11-14.
ning plate are registered on a meR. and Dr. Outland which ended
ter by a photo-electric cell. Clean
The $300 device extends then1 plates reflect brightly,and un
oniy with the death of the former
Pi esident in 1945.
length of Patten pool and shoots clean or partially clean plates reDuring his second -term as water 12 feet into the air. The flect a diffused light.
congressman, and after Presi- sheet of water screens the pool
Prof. DeKonIng said both madent Truman had moved into trom the audience while the stage
chines are expected to be used
the presidential seat, Dr. Out- crew changes the scenes.
mainly by city health inspectland WIIS appointed as chairman
ors, admigistritors of ’state inThe curtain alms will serve
of the Steetlellg7Committee on
stitutions and some commercial
as an additional alt conditionthe President’s Full Employfirms. The patents according to
ing unit and help to hold the
ment 0W. end the ilifinintum
their inventor, are the first acdegrees.
air
-temperature
at
68
La
Law
which w s then a
curate devices for testing dishprominent plank in the DemoBlacklight, introduced in the ’49 washing machines.
cratic platform.’ .
water show, will he used in two
Dr. Outland entered Congress
Research on the project was di
numbers this yew,- -a ballet and 0
directly from his teaching posirected by Dr. W. L. Mailman.
diving routine.
tion at Santa 13arlitara State colMSC professor of bacteriology.
lege. When asked what he would
- Mechanical details were timied
To Have Swimmer Ballet,
rather do most ,he answered: "I
The 16 swimmer ballet will per- over to Prof. DeKoning. Theil
really don’t know. I have been in foi m to the rhythm of three bongo findings already have been used
social wok-k, politics and teaching, drummers and a 20 voice choral in remodeling machines of several
and all have given me a great deal chant. The swimmers’ suits and commercial manufacturers.
of satisfaction. It would be diffi- the drummers’ fingers will glow
cult to make a decision, but in by blacklight when the pool lights
The machines will retail at $150
the future I ’nay have to."
to $200 each, he said.
are dimmed.
Most politicians maintain that
In initial tests conducted in the
costumes for the diving routhey like to know their constitu,
Lansing area, only five of 12 resents personally so Dr. Outland en- tine will graphically depict each
taurants tested were deemed "adjoys knowing his students person- type of dist.. A jack-knife dive,
equate," five were classified as
ally. "I would rather teach here with the Mask light effect, will
than in a large college, such as appear as a hug.. jack-knife op- "unsatisfactory,- and two were
the University of Califernia," he ening and closing as it falls teemed "excellent," the professor
inventor said.
said. %because 1kere,40.greater through the darkened room.
eNerybody."
opportunity to
Underwater lighting will feaBut he admitted that- there are
ture the "Love Ballad." Six 750
still many of his students whom
watt spots, individually dimmed,
he doesn’t know.
will furnish illumination jhroughHe made no co m men t on
out the number.
Roosevelt’s chances for the governorship, saying that too many
Plan Double Diving
political predictions had been
Doutle diving will be exhibited
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA
made in the past, and unfore- fcr the first time this year. One
seen factors usually prove them diver will use the high dive and CLARA. - Although it has been
wrong. What effect Roosevelt’s the other (1-.e low board. The div- a big point of discussion for many
luck In the 1950 election will ers will hil the water simultan- years the problem of who really
have on Dr. Outland’s future eously.
s
. discovered the North Pole has
been solved recently.
plans is also tmforeseeable, alThe Dolphin Show orchestra
According to Rev. Bernard Ft.
though his connections with
State college have not been sev- composed or 13 pieces and the 20 Hubbard, S.J., photographs taken
voice choral group will be seated by the Air Force reveal that the
ered.
a 10 foot wide platform cross- North Pole is composed of rough
on
Campus Democrats and Repubjeans have been won over by Dr. Mg the shallow end of Patten pool. and jagged ice interspersed by
leads of open water. This is also
Outland’s sound lectures during
the description given by Dr. Fredhis term at State, attestipg to the
erick A. Cook back in 1908.
large measure of objectivilk which
Admiral Robert Perry who also
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANis his qualifying characteristic.
Orders for Don Jackets claimed to have discovered the
CISCO.
wilt be taken soon. The Executive North Pole said that there was
council this week approved a style "smooth and continuous ice within
slightly different from the older 100 miles of the Pole."
Fat her Hubbard discussed the
type. New jackets will be a darker
green, with leather sleeves of a photographs while he was taking a
UNIVERSITY oF SAN FRANsemi -raglan type (stopping at the few- days rest at Loretto hospital
CISCO. -- Pacific I utheran colshoulder seams). The quality of’ during his ’lecture tour of the
lege, in ParklancT. Wash., has acleather and dyes used in the jac- United States.
quired a new figrtt song, courtesy kets has been improved. The knit
Of U.S.F.
on the cuffs, -neek.iand jacket THE
A former U.S.F. pee -dentistry bottom will be green with gold
tc
major, Jim Durkin, migrated
stripes.
Parkland with his family after
Only other change will be in
graduation and matriculated in
BARBER SHOP
Pacific’ Lutheran’s dental college. the sky-writing en the body of the
P a ci f i c Lutheran lacked the jacket, which will read "San FranCorn*, 4th & Santa Clara
tune for a light song. One day Jim cisco Dons" instead of only Dons."
Durkin was whistling the Don
Victory Song while wandering
along :the Pacific Lutheran campus, and the song fell on eager
ears. The tune wasIntroduced at
one
P.L.’s rates, and has become the official air of the Pa
rifle Ltitheran fight song.

western
arnural Has
Water Curtain.

Father Hubbard
Says Films Solve
Polar Controversy

Dons Get New Jackets

College Adopts
SF Don’s Tune

CIRCUS
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GEORGE’S
DANCINGEVERY

NIGHT

1950 South First Street

INN
RED COACHWeekdays
I

Serving Lunch and DinnerNoon ’til 9 p.m.
Friday and Saturday -- Noon ’til 10 P.M.
3 to 5 o’clock
Tea

Sundays

BEAUTIFUL BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR LARGE PARTIES
Large Selection of Gifts for Party Prizes

Phone Los Gatos 251

No Juke Boles

No Liquor

2 Miles East of Los Gatos on Hiway 17

Friday, December 1.6. 1949.
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MSC Forum Tells Need
Of Religion in College
MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGg..-- Instrvction in religion on the
college level can do much in broadening a student’s education, concluded the Spartan Forum in their iopic discussion of "The Place of
Religion in Higher Education."
"Religion cannot be isolated. It is a way of life." stated Dr.
Henry Leonard, philosophy department head.
I doctrinating in nature," he said.
Ile maintained that the valuesl
Broadens Viewpoint
el religion can be presented to al
Speaking as a student who had
student as the values of art and
music are. "Creed is really an (.)1 - taken ccurses in religion, Louis
t raneous feature of religion." he Ilrheitenbach, student assistant disaid, "and perhaps too much em- 1 rector of the YMCA, said that he.
phasis is given them now in the loan gained a much broader view.
religious courses offered on this 1point on religion in general irom
his courses. "Knowledge about
campus."
Gcd should play as big a part in
Need Objective Course
a student’s academic courses as a
Commenting on the creed phase technical process," .he concluded.
of religion, Jack Miller, president
of Kappa Sigma-fraternity, said
that an objective course in religion presenting the beliefs of all
creeds would clear up many !Msconcepts.
"A course such as this would
allow the student to draw his
wilt conclusions in regard to
religion and would be a big step’
towards tolerance," he said.

Pay for it while
you use it!

"Religion can’t be sold," maintained Dr. Peter Fischer, assistant
professor in the History of Civilization department. "Much can be
gained by a student from a course
in religion, but such a course I
should be informative and not in -

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms
We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
Hot Food To Take Out
CYpross 4-6045

175 See Augustine

New Royal Portable
Convenient terms to students!
No.1 Portable typewriter choice! World’s
first truly modern portable typewriter!
Sturdybuilt to last for years!
Only the new Royal Portable has all these
features: FINGER-FLOW KEYS, SPEED
SPACER, "MAGIC" MARGIN, RAPID
RIBBON CHANGER, "TOUCH CONTROL." Plus many more features! Como
in and see it! Easy payment terms!

Hunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.

71 E. San Fernando CV 44091
’MAW aid "Tomb Capil.or r moimi..1
~IN of Royal Typewriter Company,

I.
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Student Court to Try Four
Campus Organizations Today
The Student Court will convene
for the first time this quarter at,.
11:30 o’clock today in the conference room in the Student Union.
Four on - campus organization!)
must face trial , for failure to furlnish the Court with a list of -file
names . of organization members
and their ASB card numbers.
Charges have been filed with the
Court against Epsilon Nu Gamma,
the Forestry club, the Lutheran
Student’s association, and the San

Jose Amateur Radio club by John
Gregory, prosecuting attorney of
the Associated Student Body. Gregory has charged them with violation of Article V. Section 1, clause
b, ’of the by-laws of the ASB constitution.
Tomorrow’s court will be comprised of Chief Justice Al Grass,
Senior Justice James Taylor and
SophomOre Justice Edward Morgan.

Classified AdvertisinoFOR RENT
Sunday 1 to 5. H. Harvey, 329 S.
ifth street.
ROOM AND BOARD: For college boy, five day week. $55 a
CHR-STMAS PRESENT: Here’s
month. 235 S. 10th street.
3ours. Good 1935 Chevrolet sedan,
ROOMS WITH KITCHEN PRI- $99. Terms. Call CY 5-9193.
LEGES: For Christian college
WANTED
girls. Call CY 5-9952, Mrs. Ander
JAPANESE
OR CHINESE COLson. 105 S. 11th street.
LEGE GIRL:
For housework
COLLEGE
THREE
ROOM FOR
Room, board and small solar
MEN: Single beds, community Phone CY 5-7115.
kitchen, living and study rooms.
LOST
Shower bath. Linens furnished.
Laundry privileges and private
SMALL PIN: Black and gold,
entrance. Vacancy for winter quar- on campus. Finder please return to
ter. $6 week. 458 N. Fourth street. Information office.
BLUE SHEAFFER PEN: With
LARGE CLEAN ROOM: For
two boys, heated, twin beds. Vit name Lena Di Lonardo engraved
blocks from college. $19 a month. on it. Return to Tnformation office.
Board if desired, $32.50 a month.
NAVY FLIGHT JACKET: In
253 S. Ninth street.
front of Aero lab Monday. Please
FURNISHED APARTMENTS: ! return to Information office.
College students or couples. Two
BOOK: Will tho girl who borrow.
blocks from college. Also rent ex- ed the book "Wilderness to World
changed for few duties. CY 3-1440. Power" by Harlew7 from the downONE ROOM FOR THREE COL- stairs rack please return it at
LEGE GIRLS: One room for two once!
college girls. Kitchen privileges,
all new equipment. Near college.
544 S. Seventh street.
PLANNING TO *MOVE?: We
have rooms for three girls next
quarter. Apply early. Kitchen,
laundry privileges. Newly decorated. Reasonable rates. 448 S. 12th
street. CY 5-0177:
BOARD AND ROOM: Eleven
meals weekly. Also, board only.
Mrs. Ahern, 380 S. Ninth street.
CY 3-9942.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Male students. 567 S. Eighth street.
ROOM AND BOARD: $56.50 a
mohth, five days a week. Newly
built. 601’2 S. Ninth street.
FOR* TWO MEN STUDENTS:
Evening -dinner served family style,
good food. At 750 F. St. James.
BOARD AND ROOM:, For girl
it;
home, with home priviges. Share room with girl. CY 35742.
ROOM FOR TWO BOYS: Kitcheo, privileges. $25 a month. 874
S. 10th street.
APARTMENT FOR RENT: 565
a month. Phone Los Altos, WI! 84747.
TO MEN STUDENTS: Rooms!
$20 each, two in a room:* Prefer
seniors. ipiE. William.
ROOM FOR TWO GIRLS: Andl
room for three boys. 115 S. 14th
atreet
HOME FOR CHR STIA
GIRLS: Kitchen privileges,4heafed
,
rooms. Phone CY2-2525.
FOUR LARGE CLEAN ROOMS:
..And two bathrooms for fine fellows. All linen furnished. 311 S.
14th sti vet. Call CY 5-8599.
’
FOR SALE
KOMI-CR El=1";:rM=31.---and
new, with erase and save $35. Price
$120. CY 3;8842.
AKC REGISTERED COCKER
. PUPS: Light color $15. 142 N.
Seventh street or room 232, Scoleo building.
VOIGHTLANDER
CAMERA:
Twin-lens reflex. Like new. Bargairf at $70. includes two filters.
See Williamson after 1:30 in Daily
office.
BUICK SEDAN: 1936 overhauled motor. 1931 chassis. Best offer
over $75. Friday evening 6 tO 8, or

Spartan Fencers
Lose First Meet

SJS Student Directory
Goes on Sale Today
The annual Blue Key student directory arrived on campus for
distributicn this morning. The directory is being sold at the Library
arch, the Art wing, and in front of the Morris Dailey auditorium.
The price is 35 cents.
The attractive booklet will g rovick student buyers with a choice
*
of two colored coversblue a tfl,
green. The cover also sports an
engraved picture of the San Jose
State college sign post at the San rsi
1
Antonio street entrance.
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French Consulate
-----____
o Attend Party

The directory contains student
and faculty names, telephone numbers, local and home addresses,
emergency data, and the college
Information office phone nOmber.
Blue Key officials have stated
that less than one ropy’ for every
other student will be available, and
urge interested students to get
their copy early.
The booklet will be sold today
and during finals week.

The San Jose State college fencing team lost to Santa Clad* university in a five touch-direct elimination bout Tuesday afternoon,
according to Alice Kent, manager
of the team. It was the first corn petitive match of the .season for
State’s team.

1. Announcements 1
Veterans: Those whose eligibility arrived after the autumn quarter registration are requested to
check with Miss Wilson in room
106. This must be done promptl
to prevent confusion on registration day.

Members of the French consulate from San Francisco will be
guests of "ota Delta Phi’s Christmas party tomorrow night at 6:30
o’clock at O’Briens restaurant, according to Secretary Doris Sweet.
Sophomore Council Decoration
New winter quarter officers are
Nadine Douglass, president; Jim committee: Meets in Student UnFortney, vice-president; Dori s.ion, 12:45 p.m.
Sweet, secretary; Cliff Wurfel,
Kappa Sigma Kappa: Meeting
treasurer, and Bob Athenour, hisat 1158 Martin avenue, 9 p.m.
torian.
Members bring $1.

hers include Harley Dow, Don
Ex-Folio victims: All students
The Blue Key national honor Schaeffer, Dick Shaffer, Jim Tay- having had polio, please contact
fraternity, sponsor’s of the direc- lor, Don Harriman, Bill Hennessy,’ Bob Kavet in Spartan Daily bus tory, came to the San Jose campus Bob Madsen, and Woody Linn.
mess office.
in 1948, when the Spartan Knights
lx-came affiliated. The Spartan
Knights were foundelt in 1925.
The directory p.,-oject-was headed by chairman Ray Goodwin and
his assistant, Clyde Hewitt.
Newly pledged Blue Key mem-

MEN WANTED
NCC Need Salesmen

"Known for Good Food"

Good Commission

17 E. Santa Clara Street

Phone CY 2-7534

Moments
These Precious

s

Holiday thrills
moments rich in sentimental meaning
them
alive
keep
through the years with perfect pictures.
You’re sure of best resulti with your priceless shots
if you take advantage of Webbs’ superior service, expert
finishing and developing. And remember, the photographer on your gift list will know there’s a Santa
Claus, if you choOse his gift at Webbs!

Each perfect picture
preserves a perfect moment

ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA

405 7-ct nfArcpmis
4,. 111.1.
an
Al NT

00e
WALLPAPER coOt-

I 12 South Socond Stripe

EVERYTHING
66

South 1st.
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Rally Committee to Elect New Chairman

Three AAUP’
Council Gives xuDITION:4
.
SPIEUT
Members Get
Article Course
Stewat-Gavel
Posts for 1950 Christmas Whirl
Spartan Revelries To be Offered
For
Leadership
Palmer, Spurgeon,
Given Early Start
Tryouts to Be Held
Wright Regeive Jam
With Dance at CWC Ks.
J
January
9910911
In jour----ctrtib Reveal P
Aim
1Tª
nalism,

In addition to Dr. ,Hagrrison
Heath, who last Wednesday was
reetectedchapter of the American Association of University professors, three
other faculty members also were
elected to executive positions for
1950.
Dr. Irene Palmer, professor of
physical education, was named
vice-chairman; Mrs. Delores Spurgeon, assistant professor of jour
nalism, secretary; and Dr. Milburn
Wright, assistant professor of commerce, treasurer. .
As provided by the new constitution, three committees were
formed for next year by AAUP
at the December meeting. Members of the Professional Relations
committee, which will be headed
by Mr. Elmo Robinson, professor
of philosophy, will be Charles
Ka ppe n, assistant professor of
journalism, and Miss Mary D.
Booth, assistant professor of occupational therapy.
Members of the Research and
Study committee, which will be
headed by, Dr. Lawrence Mouat,
assistant professor of speech, will
be Jean Lees,, assistant professor
of health and hygiene, and Dr.
Henry Meckel, associate professor
of education. The Program committee will consist of Dr. Heath,
Dr. Mouat and Mr. Robinson.

Bentel Judges
Mr. Dwight Bentel, Journalism
department head, is in San Francisco today in his ’capacity as a
judge of the California Newspaper
Publisher association’s annual
competition. The publishers meet
once a year to give awards for
the best make-up, features and
art of California newspapers.
Before the contest, Mr. Bentel
will attend a luncheon of the competition judges at the Clift hotel.

mesas. a
DELICIOUS

IkANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES

The Rally committee will have
a "new look" next quarter as far
top executives go. Both Glenn
Swart, chairman, and Roy BerI IL
vice-chairman are 1
San Jose State.
Stewart will be graduated. Bertorelli is enlisting in the Air Cadet
By JOYCE (’ALL
program. Ed Mosher was elected
The Christmas spirit began early temporary chairman by the comthis year at the Catholic Women’s mittee at Tuesday’s meeting.
center when the girls entered the
Mosher will conduct the elecyuletide season with a dance Sat- tion which will be held Jan. 11
urday, Dec. 10.
by members of the Rally commitThe CWC ballroom, was the tee. The two candidates nominated
scene of the event. More than 50 so far for chairman are Mosher
couples danced to the music -of and Stu Pinkston. Petitions for
Freddie Ross’ combo.
any other candidate (must have
Refreshments were served in the 18 signatures, may be turned in to
CWC’s cahdle-lighted dining room. Secretary Sally Bond before the
Co-chairmen for the decoration election date.
Outgoing chairman Glenn Stewof the ballroom were Joan Shields
and Jean Prather. Genne Villase- art was presented with his gavel
nor, Rosalie Johnson, and Pat by the committee in token of their
Lewin were in charge of dining "gratitude for his fine lea,clership".
room decorations. Refreshments Certificates of Merit also were
were served under the direction of passed out to -members of the
Lorraine Lackey and Mary Lou committee who had contributed
most to the successful season
Johns.
Sunday, Dec. 18, is the date for Stewart said.
Rally advisers Frederic Boots.
the CWC Christmas dinner. Time
of the affair is 6 p.m. Following "Tiny" Hartranft, and James
the dinner, party-time will follow Craig were introduced to the coin in the lounge. Gifts will be ex. mittee at Tuesday’s two-hour seschanged and the girls are planning Sion.
Following the meeting Stewart
to sing Christmas carols.
Marian Ferguson is in charge recommended to the Student
of decorations for the party. Bar- Council that yell -leaders be electbara Danel is her co-chairman. I ed by the student body rather
Jeri Marimonte and Lorelie Hot- than by appointment as was done
Stewart proposed
brook head the entertainment this season.
that prospective candidates trycommittee,
out before a pre-game rally where
a large amount of students can
pick their choice.

For Sunday Dinner

Soc. Sci. To Give
Four New Classes

Four new classes will be given
next quarter by the Social Science
department, according to Dr. William H.. Poytress, head of the department.
"Public Control of Business," an
economics class, will be given by
Mr. Paul Ecker.
By arrangement with the Engineering department, a class will
be presented in "Economics of Industry Management." The joint
product of the two departments
will be taught by Jesse M. Zimmerman of the Engineering department.
"Framing The Constitution" will
be a special graduate study by
Dr. Leo Kibby. This is one in a
series of graduate studies on .the
Constitution.
A new night class will be entitled "Contemporary Political
Thought." Dr. S. Laird Swagert
will be the instructor.

and

CHILI

Vets, Check This!
All veterans whose eligibility
arrived after Autumn quarter registration are requested to check
with Miss Wilson in room 106.
This must be done promptly to
prevent confusion on registration
day.

Donnie Nunes New
1130 Club Preey
Donnie Nunes, Spartan Daily
society writer, was elected president of the "30" Club, journalism
honor society, at a meeting in B-6’7
Tuesday night.
Miss Nunes will hold office until
the end of the fall quarter, 1950.
A graduate of Premont high
school in Sunnyvale, she succeeds
Royce Root, a senior, who has
been president for the past year.
Peg Major was named vice-president and social chairman. Doug
Prestage was elected secretary and
John Dremmel treasurer. Harry
Britton was named sergeant -at arms and Bob Crabbe reporter.

Methodist Group
To Have Party
A Christmas party for Methodist students of San Jose State
college will be staged at the home
of Miss Helen Kimzey, 33 Cragmont avenue, Saturday evening.
Each guest will bring a gift
limited to a cost of 25 cents for
the grab bag, Miss Kimzey said.
There will be a prize for the person sporting the loudest socks.
All members of Seekers, Methodist church organization, are invited. Transportation will be provided and will start from ths First
Methodist church, Fifth and Santa
Clara streets, at 7 p.m.

Flaptier’Era Theme

Tryout dates for"the 1950 "Spartan Revelries" are Jan. 9, 10, and
11 at ,7 p.m. in the Morris Dailey
auditorium, Director Dick Pritchard announced yesterday.
All interested students are urged
to try out.
There will be need for many and
varied acts, including dance routines, chorus girls, speaking parts,
and any talent on the campus.
Revelries will carry the theme
of the flapper era, with speakeasies, "jazzy" tunes, the CharTeston, racoon coats and bathing
beauties.
Jim Caputo is business manager
and publicity director. Nick Lick war is technical director..

CCP to Hold
DinnerTonight

A Merry Christmas
and A Happy New Year

THE DUTCH ’MILL
C-U in 1950

CHALET CAFE

Dr. Raymond
Mosher, head
of the San Jose State college psychology department, has been
elected for another term as a
member of the Executive committee of the Northwest association
of secondary and higher colleges.
He was chosed at a meetin: in
Spokane, Wash., recently.
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Musical
Wedding Album

Varsity

A

A

"AIVIVA~,

SAN JOSE DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
Fri. Sat.
Barbara Britton

William Bondi%

"COVER UP"
plus
Ella Raines

John Wayne

"Tall In The Saddle"
Sun. Mon.
Bill Williams

Randolph Scott

of The Plains"

Denfeld slay Quit

From all of us
to all of you,

Mosher Elected

The second annual international
students Christmas dinner will be
held Friday evening at 6:30 PNOTOGRAFHIE AP’
o’clock at the Christian youth
center, 156 S. Third street, Bob
EXCLUSIVE WITH USI
Bayliss cg the Collegiate Christian
Fellowship announced yesterday.
Students who are citizens of
other countries are extended a
Open If And Hear
special invitation to the Christmas
The Wedding March!
get -together.
1207 E. SANTA CLARA
The Reverend William Antabini
CYpress 3-1208
of Berkeley, anthropology scholar
and director of student activities
at the First Presbyterian church
of Berkeley, will be guest speaker. 1LONOINES-WITTNAUER MOUNTS%
The remainder of the program
will consist of group singing,
Christmas music, and a skit.
Marian Johnson, Missions fellowship chairman of the CCF, is
a new son..
in charge of the evening’s activities.

"Fighting Man
WSHINGTON; Dec. 15 (UP) Adm. Louis E. Denfeld, oustedChief of Naval Operations, has indicated he will resign from the
Navy rather. than step down to a
lower command, it was learned
today.

The course in Magazine Article
Witting, taught by Mr. Owen Atkinson, will be given again .next
quarter’ by the’ Journalism depacKt- merit, atceding to Mr. Dwi
’nen
ea .
"Any student interested
and specialized writing In
particular, can benefit from the
cours e," Mr. Bentel explained.
"Mr. Atkinson has had a world
of experience in the field and gives
personal attention to every student," Mr. Bentel added.
Only 20 students will be accommodated in the winter quarter.
Anyone ’interested in registering
for the class should see Mrs. Delores Spurgeon of the Journalism
department.

Outstanding for styli, and
value. Wonderful time.
With matching
kprs.
bracelets ... Varsity or Vow
sky Co-Ed

Richard Dix

$45

"American Empire"

with Wisp or cord $39.73
Prices include Federal TAR

GISH

ROAD

37 WEST SAN CARLOS STREET

Enjoy Our New
1111E itW&LCII
23 4 Santa (lora St.

750
SMORGASBORD LUNCHEON*
You help yourself to as much as you want from downs of salads
and relishes. Then Games the hot entree, dessert and drink.

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Complete with soup, entree, dessert and drini.

Open ’ill 9 p.m. every night
AUTHORIZED AGENCY
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Wading In

SPARTANS SHOULD IMPROVE

Mc Connell, Guisness,
Lebedeff Back to Swim
4

By GEORGE McDONALD
San Jose State should have a fine swimming team next spring.
Captained by Earl (Bud) Guisness, 24-year-old senior Commerce
major from Alameda, the Spartans will make a definite bid to wrest
water superiority from the swimming Tiger of COP.
Coach Charley Walker has the names of 25 men who will swim
for Sparta along about April. The
three transfers, Dick Garrett, Bob
.Hamilton and Dave Millovich, will
help. Walker hopes more boys
who learned how to swim down
on the sunny beaches of southern
California decide to come to San
Jose State.
In the sprints, Walker has a
formidable lineup in Guisness,
water-poloists George Haines and
Norm Keeler, and Jim Sage.
Walker is loaded with distance swimmers. He has Ray
Bryant, Homer Lohr, Don Lang,
Garrett, Millovich and Haines.
These boys win have to fight to
swim for SJS, for they are all
strong in this event.
In the backstroke, Hamiltoni,
Dick Lebedeff, Bruce Titus, and
Bill Hansen are all outstanding.
Lebedeff was terrific as a freshman last year, and at the moment
seems to have the edge. But Hamilton has brought quite a swimming reputation from the southland.
Spartans Weak In Breaststroke
The Spartans are weak in only
one place, the breast stroke. No
one has come close to replacing
San Jose’s great butterfly artist,
Ed Rudloff. George Sheets is the
only experienced man in this
event.
In the medley race, the versatile
George
Haines
will
probably
garner points for the Spartans.
Lebedeff and Jack Hibner can also
go here.
Last year’s captain, Pat McConnell, is back for his final
year as San Jose’s diver. McConnell is followed by Reece
Knight, Terry Bowman, and
Don Ervin. A local boy, Pat is
one of the outstanding divers on
the Coast.
McConnell, Guisness, and Lebe-

Attention, Sfudenfs
YOUR A.S.B. CARD GOOD
FOR A REDUCED RATE
Sturkut Rata
Fad. Tax.
Toial

.30
.10
.40

ALWAYS A GOOD SHOW

Saratoga Theater
Excellent

deff, in that order, grabbed off
most of San Jose’s points last
year. Beyond that, the Spartans
McConnell
were inexperienced.
will win all of his contests, without a bad break. Guisness, a fierce
competitor, and Lebedeff, a conscientious worker, will have to
fight for their positions. There
are Men capable of beating both.
But this causes swimmers to betS.
ter, their times.
Haines Should Go
George Haines, who piled up a
fine record while in Michigan, will
rack up many points for the Sparta:
, .
Rave Knight, as diver behind
McConnell, should be the most
improved man on the team.
San Jose was fairly weak in
swimming last year. If the transfers carry on for San Jose, ahd
Haines and Keeler swim, they
should do much better this coming season.

Frosh Play Final
December Game
Coach Curly Gieser’s Watsonville high school cagers, CCAL
champions last year, will meet the
San Jose frosh basketball team at
the Watsonville gym, 4t 8:30 Friday night.
The Spartan team, coached by
Tom Cureton and Dean Price, will
be finishing up their pre-holiday
game schedule and will take up
the court wars again when they
meet this same Watsonville team
on January 7 at the Spartan gym.
Coaches Cureton and Price are
having difficulty making a decision on their starting lineup, but
it figures to be:
Right forward, Ron Hindley or
John Duca; Left forward, Wendall
Kibbe or James Burke; Center,
Paul Foerster or Stan Wacholz;
Right guard, Lee Jensen or Lee
Brown; and Left guard, Bill
Abbott or Thayer Johnson.
OPPONENTS SCORES:
How f ut u re .opponents are
doing:
NEVADA 55, Indiana State 46.
CAL POLY 46, New Mexico
Western 45.

Food
Quiet Service
Congenial Atmosphere

OPEN 24 HOURS

HASTY TASTY

e Shoppe
40 East Santa Clara Street

San Jose

lit
A place to get the
best food at reasonable prices.

CARL’S BARBEQUE
First &

SpeCializing

Willow Streets

;
Barbecued Spring Chicken
Barbecued Baby Spare Ribs
French-dipped Sandwiches
Free Parking

’vetb

Wade Wilson

MSANDATA: And as ’JACK FAULK said wheapa foul was called
on him in a recent intramural basketball game, "Why ref, I barely
touched him, I don’t consider it a foul unless I knock him for four
or five feet." Even though the Spartan basketball squad got tripped
up by Gonzaga in their recent junket to the Southland, they did get
a glimpse of some lovely gams. They pulled a "Cook’s Tour" of the
movie colony and found out how movies were made. Maybe they
shOuld have taken the tour first.
JIM GILLESPIE should be mongratulated on running the intramural basketball program. It’s a
tough deal to be down at the gym
every night, securing refrees, refereeing himself when no one shows
up, and in general being ,top man
on the totem pole. BOB HAKEN’S
Murderous Marauders meet the
Racketeers tonight for the champion of the intramural league.
Wade Wilson
BOB is kept mighty busy with his
Bob Hagen
coaching, refereeing, and part-time schooling. I guess he is finding
out both sides of this basketball ga:ne a star player last year, and a
coach of stars this year.
YOSH UCHIDA, San Jose State Judo Coach, plans one of the
biggest jamborees in Judo, Jan. 29. YOSH hopes to have about 70
novices and 20 advanced students hosting a group of clubs representing the American Federation of Judo. This group comes from Oakland, San Jose, San Francisco, Berkeley, Treasure Island, Redwood
City, and San Mateo. UCHIDA will use members from his SJS classes,
Santa Clara County Sheriff’s Office (former and present students),
and members from the Buddhist Temple. The Judo class, one of the
most powerful in California and possibly in the nation, has the same
trouble the Boxing team has. No opponents. Too good. Wrestler
DICK CAMPBELL is back at the canvas work after suffering a
concussion in a recent match with FRANK MILLER of the
Olympic Club.

Broncos Lose
Hall Haynes,
Starting Line
(Editor’s note: This is the
fourth in a series of articles
concerning football prospects of
Bay area teams in 1950).
By Georage McDonald
Over at Santa Clara, a lot of
new boys are going to have to
learn to block and tackle before
next fall for the Broncos lose
every one of their starting linemen.
Gone are Hennessy, Dowling,
Canelo, Sterling, Payne, White,
and Hock. Reserve linemen Osborn, Niehaus, Duzanica, and
Beatty will also graduate before
the Broncos field their 1950 squad.
Little Reserve Strength
Santa Clara’s forward wall was
very short on reserve strength in
1949. Next year, the Broncos will
have to build men for ’51 in the
line. They will probably use a
different starting line every week
until the season is well along.
In the backfield, the Broncos
will be missing Paul Conn, Gene
Defillipis, and Hall Haynes, the
one-man team. Back are Quarterbacks Napolitano and Pasco,
with a year of signal culling
under their belts. Napolitsuso’s
passes became sharper by the
week, and Pasco has developed
into a good signal -caller. Had
the two field generals been as
good thls year as they will be
next, the Broncos would have
finished among the first ten
teams In the nation instead of
15th.
Speedsters Dung, Form i c o,
VogeroRasmussen, and Hare are
back. The star of next year’s
team will be Buster Wraith. He
is the sort of back that the
Broncos need, one who can churn
for yards when there is no hole.
PAT kicker_ Joe Vargas is eligible for another year, if he decides to return, He kicked the
two points that edged San Jose,
14-13.
They Have A Center, But
Coach Len Casanova and his
assistants are going to have to
work hard to put up some sort
of a line. They have a center in
Ed Rotticci, but that is about it.
They have the backs, who can

really go in the open, but somebody must have the drive to get
them into the secondary. Wraith,
the heaviest back at 185, can’t
carry the plunging load. They’ll
use short passes to their half
backs time and time again next
year. In this way they can get
their fast backs open.
Because Santa Clara has two
seasoned quarterbacks who can
pass, and a drumfull of spirit and
fight, the Broncos will have a
dangerous club next fall. But they
won’t be making any late season
trips to Bowl games, and they
won’t be the class of the Independents around the Bay Area.

Texas Raiders
Head West For
Raisin Bowl
The Red Raiders of the Texas
Technological College, of Lubbock
Texas, have quite an array of stars
coming West for this year’s Raisin
Bowl game, Dec. 31, at Ratcliffe
Stadium in Fresno. (That’s going
to be tough to take for the Texans to have to come West once,
when all of this time they have
claimed that Texas was where the
West began.)
The Texas Tech school is a
member of the Border Athletic
Conference and finished tops in
its league much the same as
their opponents, the San Jose
State Spartans who finished
first in the CCAA league. The
Red Raider* dropped four games
to their "big brothers" in the
Southwest Conference.
They
were beaten by Rice, Baylor,
Texas, and Texas A. & M.
Texas Tech annually passes on
to the pro football league several
of her players. Eight of this
year’s squad have received questionnaires from the various pro
clubs. Their club sports forty men,
with all but one hailing from
Texas.
From the statistics received
from Lubbock, the Red Raiders
seem to ’stay on the ground more
than taking to the air. They have
gained a net yardage of 2392 on
the ground to their opponents
1801, while they have gained 795
to their opponents 1185 via the
air lanes. From this it would appear they are a bit weak on pass
defense.

FITE’S
Automotive Service

BovA for . . .

Prompt courteous sertice
to Spartan students.

FUN

TIRE SERVICE
IvIARFAK LUB.
RECAPPING

at the home of

Spartan Bowlers

Fourth and St. John Stroots
CYpress 4-0752

t?

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.
Fred -Duffy- Paiva, Mgr.
Ws feature a full lins of
Bowling Ball fags and Shoes

HURRY
December
GRADS!

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
pert from

GET THOSE PLACEMENT
PICTURES NOW!
at

The Hollywood Studio
41 N. It Ph. CY

10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727

2-8960
.1w

SCHOOL DISCOUNTS PORTRAITS
ma MOST PIPISONAL
TO ALL
STATE- STUDENTS
"Proofs Shown In Three Days"
Settings up to the 20th
Finished for the 25th

BUSHNELL’S STUDIO

34 No. lit St.
CY 4-9077
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’EATURING DEPENDABLE TACKLES

ow, Faulk Will Captain Boxer
partans in Raisin Bowl
SAN JOSE, Dec. ’16Coach Bill Hubbord’ and h;s San Jose
tate Spartans have, hit .the ,practice, Zield 6494110,0440e9in pieparaltiotis
gaisilt Bowl late in flessiV with "Teiia’s ’Tbch
or the December,
from Lubbock, Texas.
Leading the Spartans will be Fwo dependable tackles, Co-captains Jack Faulk and Harley Dow.1 - - -

pl
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Mac Martinez
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Faulk, playing hl s fourth year as1 et
.
snore games
a regular, hats
than any other Spartan. Dow, who
never played football before corn- F
ing to San Jose, has been a letter.
LOS ANGELES (UP) --- The
man each of his three years.
best University of Southern CaliAlthough the Golden Raider
fornia basketball team in possibly
leaders have dissimilar back.a decade, its attack built around
grounds. their play has brought one
of the greatest scoring threats
favorable comment from nearly
in far west histary, leaves for its
evei y opponerrt.
annual invasion of the Cast today
After the Spartans bowed, 14- in search of national recognition.
13, to Santa Clara, the Bronco
Sam Barry, genial USC coach,
linemen generally reputed to he
among the best in the country, is convinced that this is a Trojan
saidtDow was th.2 best tackle they year and eyes the next four games
had ever faced. Dow was picked as a chance to catapault his onceon the first team of the United feared basketbaders back into the
national limelight.
Press little All -coast squad.
Dow, a 22-year -old senior, is six
His chance of doing that are exfeet -two and weighs a solid 220 cellent as long as forward
Bill
pounds. He was born in Mt. Hope. Sharman stays
in good form.
Kansas, but lists Tujunga, California, as his home. He went to VerOn the tour, USC will play Caduga Hills high school in southern nisuis College Thursday night in
ealifornia and was a star basket- Buffalo, N.Y., St. Joseph’s Colball player before coming to San lege Dec. 11 in Philadelphia, Long
Ace Spartan harrier Dore
Jose.
Island university DecJ20 in Mad- Purdy pauses in his track workFaulk, who carries 219 pounds ison Square Garden and. De Paul out long enough to apply a runon a six-foot frame, is 25 years old university Dec. 23 in Chicago.
ning bowline knot on his jet
and prepped at Jefferson high in
projelled shoes.
The Trojans have won three of
Daly City where he was All -PAL
four games, dropping their opener
for three years. Ile was named to
to Utah, a team which had played
a second team berth on this year’s
an extensive South American tour.judoists
Little All -Coast squao
Barry, while not alibing the loss, Isi
would like to meet Utah again
now that his boy.; have had a few
games.
Coach Yosh Ucheda’s Judo team
gave an exhibition of their art at
The last time Smiling Sam had
the Santa Clara American Legion
a team of national renown was in
Post No. 98 Wednesday night.
1940
When
he
had
All-American
LOS ANGELES, Deck
Johnnie Johnson and Warren
(UP)
Forward Ralph Vaughn. Since
Dopesters today._dI
a high
:Ramey demonstrated, the various
scoring hstiolit_ildienthg qtmantico, then, excluding his four-years of throws, mat work, and choke
Va., Marines go after their third Navy’ duty, the best Barry has holds.
stiaight All -Navy football title in been able to do in, Pacific Coast
Ucheda and Mike Barchi, a poa clash Saturday with rugged Conference Southern Division play lice school student, gave a short
had been second, let alone develop history of judo, and answered
Camp Pendleton Leathernecks.
The Memorial Coliseum tilt a top ranked five.
questions concerning judo and the
stacked up as a duel between
But every tim2 Barry watches police school.
Quantico’s 150-p ound scat hack he aggrcsrive, driving Sharman
George Greco and his speedy Pen- operate, the astute mentor opines
(Ileton opposite number, Volney that this may be the year.
Quinlan. Greco averaged six yards
Sharman, at .6 feet 2 inches,
a carry in a 13 -game season.
is not a big man. He has, howThe Virginia eleven sharpened
ever, tremendous spring and in
its T-formation plays at Terminal
addition to his offensive prowess
Island.
is extremely toughr under the
backboard.
’ SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 15.
Last year he broke Most Tro- (UP) - - Retired Heavyweight
PHONE CYpress 5-8763
jan scoring records and became Champion Joe Louis will arrive
the only man other, than Stan- here Saturday morning to begin
ford’s Hank Luisetti to get more training for a fight with Al Hoosthan 200 points in a season of man in the Oakland Auditorium
WOnder Cleaner-3
Monday night.
conference play.
"House of Personal Serrice"
The fight is not billed as an exhibition and will be fought with
10 -ounce gloves. The bout is scheduled for 10 rounds.
HUMIDOR
Louis will work out Saturday
BARBER SHOP
and. Sunday afternoons at Dolph
Thomas’ gym. Hoosman, a six-foot
339 South First Street
12th AT EAST SANTA CLARA
tour-inch one-time sparring part(Across th street from Soars)
ner of Louis, is training in Oakland.
The exchamp will get a guarantee of $5000 or 40 per cent of
toe gate after 10 per cent has
been deducted for the American
Vgion (Post 5) Veterans Rehabilitation Fund. Hoosman gets 15
per cent on the same basis.

ro fans Begut
, asterit Crusade

Give
low for Vets

Marines Seek
Third Title

Brown Bomber
Fights Monday
In Oakland Go

2 -Day Service
For College Students

HAIRCUTS 1.00

F. Schilling & Son
Sporting Goods
EST. 1863

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
for FISHERMAN
FLY RODS
FLY REELS
FLY BOOKS
SURF REELS
HOOK BOARDS
TAPERED LINES
FISHING BASKETS
TACKLE BOXES
SURF OR BOAT RODS
DE LIARS SCALES
SPINNING RODS & REELS
STEELHEAD & TROUT FLIES

27 POST ST.

for HUNTER
RIFLES
SHOTGUNS
GUN CASES
TELESCOPES
GUN SIGHTS
HOLSTERS
MATCH BOXES
CLEANING KITS
HUNTING KNIVES
SHELLS & AMMUNITION
BOOTS & WADERS
HUNTING CLOTHING

CY 5-0343

1

Good Foods

DONUTS
and
COFFEE
15
SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
125 S. Fourth

M A C MARTINEZ, Spartan
125-1b. boxer, lost the NCAA
title to Moss of Louisiana State
last year, in East Lansing, Michigan. He has A rating of 80.
Portal got him from Modesto
J.C., when Macvame to the annual Junior (7oiwlege Invitational
held in Spartan gym. He. Wayne
Fontes, and Don Schaeffer battled their way into the finals
last year. A victory by this lit tie scrapper, and many thought
that he had the edge, would
have given the Spartans the
Intercollegiate Boxing Title.

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
San Jose
oh& Virginia
Phone CYpress 2-5437
HOURS: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
SAT.: 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.

SOAP FREE
SOFT WATER
DRYER SERVICE
Plenty of Free Parking

SAVE $$$$ N 0 W ! !
10% OFF
for S.J.S. Students on All Types

SPORT JACKETS
HORSEHIDE

WOOL

WAlER-REPELLENT

ECONOMY SURPLUS STORE
57 S. MARKET ST. PHONE CY

5-7755

Cope &
a complete line of sporting and athletic equipment

SKIERS
SKIS
POLES
BOOTS
BINDINGS
Accessories
Clothing-PANTS
11.95 up

By ’White Stag"
& "Slalom"

NYLON JACKETS
10.95 up

Most Complete Stocks In Town

SKI RENTALS
71 W: SAN ANTONIO

CYpress 5-2939

1
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’9’ Social Affairs Leader Wants New Members
Processor Test
dace.
To Be Given

17 ’Experts’ Enter
Bridge Tourney
4
4

Eight Students
WiLiBe ChosenSeventeen students have enter ed their names to be among the
eight ASB members to compete in
the Nat ional Intercollegiate
Bridge tournament to take place
campus Feb. 23, 24, and 25, actording to Dr. H. Murray Clark,
ifitculty head for the contest.
!
The eight Washington Square
, contenders will be chosen- at
the begining of next quarter
through an elimination process.
"It Is not too late to sign up
for the tournament," said Dr.
Clark. Students may enter their
names in the contest in Dr.
Clark’s room, $122, in the Science Building.
Local contenders will be sent 18
prepared hands from the tournament committee. The hands will
be played on campus and scored
by a local authority.
Forty students from California
colleges will be competing with
San Jose State to pick the two
top players from their zone.
The winning couple will receive an expense-free trip to
Chicago on April 21 and 22,
where they Will compete faceto-face with 14 winners from
other zones in the U. S. The contenders wil be geests at the
Blackstone hotel.
Eligibility requirements may be
secured from Dr. Clark
Students in the race for the
tournament so far include:
Charles Lane, 0. Miller, Warren
Wegener, Jack Brand, Willard
Lappen. Del Fullmer, Max Shwalbe, David Parnay, Edson Johnson,
w John Bardacos, Charles Seuser,
Byron Mauzy, Ed Heyden, Thom,
as Dean, Ambrose ilaggard, and
M. J. Wadleigh.

Call for Notebooks
In Art Department
An accumulation of jewelry and
art education notebooks are in the
Art department seminar, according to information from the Art
department yesterday.
are
following. studknts
The
asked to call for their work before
Dec. 23.
Rudolph Aguirre. Eleanor Allen,
Carole Andersen. Dorlores M. Arnold, R. D. Bailey, Jean Louise
Baltz, Clarence Battle, Albert C.
Bowman, Ellis L. Briggs, Marion
Broughton,
Mildredann
Brown,
Beryl Calhoun, Harry S. Clark and
Grace A. Cowan.
Others are: C. C. Crush, B. J.
Daniels, Leonard Dary: Charles A.
Dewey, Berry Duganzich, Ed Everett, Leo C. Fernandez. Blanche
Foster, Donald M. Foster, Sally
E. Frey Phyllis A. Gardner and
William S. Emes.
More are: Helene Garner, Charlotte Gilbert, David D. Girard,
Ted Glass, I’. L. Gresham, Vernon
L. Head, Anne Herrington. Gloria
Jensen, Dorothy E. Johnson, El A PENNY SAVED

Examinations for position of
book processor will be given by
the San Jose civil service commission shortly’
Applicants must be high school
graduates, 21 to 40 years of age.
One year’s residence and experience in repairing and binding
books and other library material
is required.
Obtain and file applications with
the Secretary, Civil Service cornmission City Hall annex 175 W.
San Carlos street, before Dec. 119.

eanor Johnson, James W. Johnson
and Derrol Jones.
Helen Kertell, Eleanor Koenig,
Marion Latell,
Bill Leggett.
Jacques’R. Martinet, Nancy Math son, Allan H. Maxwell, Nona L.
McGinn, Ethel Minor, H. Moore,
J. H. Moose and Martha Morehead.
Others
are:
Jerrine
Mote,
Yvonne Ormington, Richard Osborn, Marjorie Parr, Frank Pavan,
Mary Pedri, Joan Petersen, H.
Plumm. Harry H. Pulver, Nancy
B. Roberts, Beth Robinson, William C. Rogers and Walter Ross.
Also D. John Sailer, Betty Sample. Evelyn Schroeder, Dorene
Sewell, W. L. Shimmin, Shirley
Ruth Smith, Robert Souza, Thelma
Spenker, John Stansfield, L.
R. Thommen, Robert Thomson,
Mary Juanita Toms, Helen L.
Walter, Jean Wolff, Robert A.

A rENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry *loaners
Buttons sewed onRipe iessi-feerepeired
Close to College Claw to Town
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
25-29 S. Third Street
Main Plant
Cypress 2-1052
275 E. William
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.

Duke Deras, chairman. of the
Social Affairs committee, is calllog for new members for the cornmittee.
Jan. 9 is the tentative date for
the first winter quarter meeting
of the group, according to Deras.
The committee meets every Mon day at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Union..
The winter quarter agenda for!
the social committee includes thel
winter quarter Registration dance
to take place at the Palomar ball-I
room, Revelries dance (slated for
late in February) and proposed
weekly dances to take place in the
Student Union.
Last quarter ihe group was ac -

tive in putting on "Wintermist",
fall Registration dance, Home.
coming dance, and the Community
Chest
In order tOjoin the committee,
you must be an ASB member apd
ayend three consecutive social affairs committee meetings.
The new Talent Placemen.1 bureau is. affiliated with the Social
Affairs organization. Under the
leadership of Stan Sadler and Dick
Paganelli students may join the
TPB committee if they are ASB
members.
TeB committee meetings aro
every Monday following the social
affairs meeting. They are held ih
the Student Union.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second and St. John Streets
Sunday, 11:00 a.m Holy Communion
9:30 .m.Church School
11:00 a.m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p r, Canterbury Club
Rey. Howard S. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYprins 3-7/51

CHURCH
DIRECTORY
ST. PAUL METHODIST CHURCH
Second & San Carlos
Sunday, 9:45 am.Church School
11:00 am.Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.College Age Group
7:30 p.m.Church Service
Charles E. Anderson, Minister

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9:45 am.Church School
II am.Morning Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.
Rev. Clarence F. Grouser, AB: ’23

SEEKERS OF THE FIRST
METHODIST CHURCH
5th & Santa Clara Streets
7:30 p.m.--John D. Crummey will
speak on his trip to Africa. Following this, the choir will give the
Christmas Carol Concert.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second and San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 1100 .m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 am. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S. 5th Street
11:00

.m.

Morning Service
"The Ministry in Word!"
7:00 p.m.

1199 Franklin - Sento Glare
1740 Park Ave.
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

Christian Youth Fellowship
Rev. Clarence Franc speaking on
-Your Minister end You"

CoNeg Age Group:
Sunday evenings,.
"Senior S.
The group has wide wak mertinge
ach Sunday nigM. Outside speakers
are brought in from time to time. A \
variety of social activities is sc.hodoleri..
throughout ’the school year. One Sunmonth the group goes to the
day
Odd Fellows Home to hold SlitYkOli.
The group also sponsors other activitieg
as the need arises
"-a

BOOKS ARE CASH
CASH. for CHRISTMAS
CASH for next quarter’s books

FOR HIGHEST PRICES
SELL YOUR BOOKS AT THE END OF EACH QUARTER!
DON’T WAIT UNTIL THE BEGINNING OF THE NEXT!

VETERANS: W.

Welcome your patronage

"ASK THE ’MAN WHO TRADES HERE"
NEXT QUARTER HAVE YOUR CARD STAMPED:

alifornita Book Co.
"The Friendly Student Store"

134 E. San Fernando

Just Across Fourth from Student Union

